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• > I .! I , ’ » t
of 1966, ^AMmxby peruelag graf* 

on fences on the Madison casspia of the University of 
ViocoMin could road th® dennd, "X# is® bcbbite forcing?" 
end below this an invitation to all Interested parties ‘ 
to attend an organisational meeting of tb® Tolkien Society.

, Cie 1® perhaps not surprising that such a ©lever smd pro- ; 
vocative adverti^otaent should co®® fras a student in th® 
Dramatics Department, especially when the student has th® 
Falstaffian temperament of Ivor A. Rogers. Mr. Roger® 
has Sliter bisen translated to the Milwaukee csispus to found 
soother Tolkien Society (md ala© to teach drama), but the 
Society thus originated la now in its »ec<»d veer of life 
ar?d a duly recognised student organisation. Th® purpose 
of ch® Tolkien Society is to promote •fellowhip among hob- 
bits and friends of hobbits: a diverse group, for, while 
we can boast no aaee^ew with furry feet, our rank* .ere ... 
filled by students of widely divergent backgrounds, from

■ both of the "two cultures" (fro® engineering and the sei* 
encea as well, m the humilities), draw together by

c. tual pleasure in one of th* most readable of author*, ?
We devote ourselves, for She most part, to oh® writings 
®* Professor Tolkien, but we also Jest with related au-. •• 
there tmd subjects. MClnly, we just ©hat happily about

- oar interests, discussing Talklenish things, raising and 
trying to answer questions. • We ore amenable, however 
to such scholarly and critical papers as anyone choose* 
eo offer us. And we ere delighted to haw members ccra- 
«Jb«te original fantsey, versa, parodies; isusicj or the 

.'•like.' Ruswrs that we are soon to become e .3-credlt course 
'" in Contemporary Lit, with Old.gngiiah as « prerequisite 

ar® totally without foundation.'- . ■

During its first year (1966-67), the two officers of 
■* the U. W. Tolkien Society were Jeff Margolin, a senior French 
- major, as President (or Otaircen, or Thane), and Misa Paula

Sahlen, o senior in Italian, »b Secretary-Treasurer (or 
6iml£). We owe to bothof them s good deal of th® intelli
gence and fun that informed the spirit of a typical meeting 

,©f the Society, w® ®®t at our members' discretion: irreg- 
^lastly, but not infrequently; - ,

I t - — - - . .

The ide® of publishing a bulletin of whet our members 



had written during the academic year 1966-1967 did not. take 
root as a serious project until Lite io the spring semester; 
and since then the technical difficulties encountered by 
two enthusiastic-but inexperienced editors delayed the bul
letin to the point where we all but despaired of ever suc
cessfully completing the endeavour. But, as you can read 
for yourself, our efforts have at long last borne fruit. 
The editors apologize for the delay, consoling themselves 
that with this experience behind them, the second bulletin, 
featuring the papers written in the academic year 1967-1968, 
should certainly be ready by this June.

The articles printed in the succeeding pages are ox a 
variety and (we think) a quality which the editors trust 
will please the reader. They ere offered here for the 
first time (though, of course, the individual authors may 
re~publish them at their discretion), The contributors 
come to their topics with quite different interests. Mrs. 
Janet Bostner was a graduate student in English last year, 
her main interest being the medieval period, and in the 
fall of 1967 she escaped th® Wisconsin winter by moving with 
her family to California, where she is continuing work 
toward her doctorate. Mrs. Paulette Carroll is a teaching 
assistant in the Department of French; an^estimate of what 
fun she is to have around may be formed by reading her de
licious parody of Tolkien. James Robinson, when he is not 
shouldering the weary job of printing long bulletins, works 
at mastering Buddhist Studies Miss Deborah Webster is a 
student of Comparative Literature, whose particular field 
of interest is medieval French and German; her musical and 
singing abilities have contributed much to the gaiety of 
hobbits, Richard West, indefatigable editor, bibliographer, 
critic, and scholar of things Tolkinian, is not a Renaissance 
man but another medievalist, now working toward the doctor
ate in the Department of English.

Orcrist was chosen #s-a title for the bulletin because 
1) it is short and easy to remember; 2) it has-a Tolkienish 
sound; and 3) no other Tolkien magazine happens to use it. 
There was some objection to naming a literary publication 
after a sword, but, as one member observed, is the pen 
mightier? Here have been other names suggested, however, 
(Council of Elrond is one example), and we do net promise 
that we will not change titles in the future. We may even 
decide to have a different title every issue! As our sub
title (which will remain permanent) indicates, we hope that



ill

Societ^*^1* 4n of the U. H. Tolkien

Special thanks la due to Miss Mary Wilson, for her 
aaaiatance to the editors in typing eh® masters; to Mra. 
itincH jfood, who generously mad® available the special 
S± th*t *• required; and to Ballantine
Books and the Boughton Mifflin Company, for their gracious 
permiaeion to us® quotations fro® lord of ths Ung®. our 
thanks to the Boatner family for thHTT^nTi^ t£.

Society parties (feasts) can never be adequately ex- 
Our estee® for our founder to perhaps best stated 

it. .he fact of the dedication of thia maiden issue of Orcrist. 
fee would also Ilk® to record our affection for Pierre' 

us »X1, vifch his furry feet, the cloaest hobbit-relative

J. R.
R. W.
March 5, 1968
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THE RETURN OF THE KING 

by Janet W. Boatner

The sir is full of the Immanence of brass: 
Brazen bells, hoarse with exultsnce, ring 
The undreamt coming of a longed-for king 
Whom we sad months have mourned for, Hlsford-leas^ 
The battle cry of trumpets, tongued with fire, 
Summons st dawn to gather to our lord, 
Who has heart-homage, as of hand and word.

<. Nor wife nor thane will honor our foe's pyre.

"hlaford-leas"--literslly "lord-less,” that is, without a 
lord or ruler (Old English), with all of its implications 
and connotations in Angro-Saxon culture.



TOLKIEN IN THE LEXTERS OF C. S. LEWIS 

'Richard C.' West

A Paper Read to the Tolkien Society of the University of Wisconsin 
October 30, 1966 ri

■ <

Readers of C. S. Lewis’ spiritual■autobiography, Surprised by Joy: 
The Shape of my Early Life, will remember the passage where he recounts 
his meeting with J. R. R. Tolkien at Oxford. As a youth in Belfast. 
Ireland, he says,"he was warned. Implicitly, never to trust a Papist. 
At Oxford he was warned, explicitly, never to trust a philologist. 
And here Professor Tolkien was both. Nevertheless, they became, and 
remained, fast friends.

Lewis, in fact, dedicated one of his books, I might add one of 
his best books, The.Screwtape Letters. "To J. R. R. Tolkien". Together, 
they enjoyed the company of a literary circle of friends who called 
themselves the Inklings, a group about which I will have snore to say 
presently. Also, Lewis, an enthusiastic walker (supposedly a very 
English characteristic, and one which Lewis shared, even though he 
was Irish), liked to make a walking tour of some part of England once 
every year, and on such excursions was often accompanied by Tolkien. 

■
They had, after all, a good deal in common. It is true that Lewis 

was by some six years the younger of the two. John Ronald Reuel 
Tolkien ("Ronald" to his friends) was born January 3, 1892; Clive 
Staples Lewis ("Jack" to his friends) was born November 29, 1898. But 
both had taken their Bachelor’s and Master's degrees at Oxford; both 
had their edikcation Interrupted by service in World War X. Of 
especial importance, bcth were medievalists, with similar interests. 

. Both began their teaching careers at Oxford ih the same year, 1925, 
when Tolkien was appointed Professor of Anglo-Saxon and Fellow of 
Pembroke College, while the younger Lewis became Tutor in English 
Literature1 and Fellow of Magdalen College. Twenty years later, in 
1945, Tolkier removed to Merton College, still at Oxford, as Professor 
of English Language and Literature, a position which he held until 
he retired in 1959. Lewis remained at Oxford until 1954, when he was 
elected (by the unanimous approval of the selecting committee, I might 
add) tfo the newly created chair of Professor of Medieval and Renaissance 
Literature at Cambridge University. He resigned this post some months 
before his death on. November 22, 1963. Tolkien was by profession a 
philologist, but he claimed that for him the response to a medieval 
text was not primarily linguistic nor even critical, but creative; 
that is, he would go on from there to create a new work in the 
medieval-tradition (rather a justification of William Blissett for 
calling Lord of the Rings "the last literary masterpiece of the.



]
Middle Ages”). Lewis, similarly, looked on medieval writing not as 
so many more, or less interesting specimens of language to be analysed 
(though there was work to be done in that area), but as literature to 
be read and enjoyed; and it is said that by his extraordinary popularity 
as a lecturer and teacher he almost singlehandedly revolutionized the 
teaching of medieval literature at Oxford from a philological to a 
more aesthetic method. The Tolkien who wrote not only philological 
articles but an appreciative essay on an Old English epic like "Beowulf: 
the Monsters and the Critics” would doubtless go along with hire.

Both men also shared an intense love for Norse mythology in 
particular; and both delighted in the strain of fantasy in literature, 
what Lewis called "the fairy way of writing”.

In fact, Lewis and Tolkien were such very close friends that a 
paper on them is too broad for a short talk. To do an adequate job 
I should need more time, and also more knowledge. I, after all, have 
no personal acquaintance with either man, and my knowledge of them is 
limited to what they themselves have written and what their friends 
have said about them. Even that is a fairly good deal. For our 
present purposes. I shall limit myself to a single theme, and concen
trate on references to Tolkien occurring in the letters written by 
C. S. Lewis.

Lewis, although he. records in his autobiography that he detested 
writing letters, considered it a matter of courtesy to answer every 
letter he received, and always tried to do so; consequently, he 
conducted a voluminous correspondence. From this his brother. Major 
W. H. Lewis, has recently published a selection2. No letter to 
Tolkien has been included, but it is impossible to say for sure if 
this was because none were written or because they were deliberately 
omitted: the selection is by no means complete and even individual 
letters have been edited at Major Lewis's discretion. It could well 
be that none were written: two men who see each other every week 
have little need to exchange letters as well, i am in any case 
concerned with references to his friend made by Lewis in letters 
written to other people. Such people quite often asked him about 
Tolkien, and about their relations, and Lewis’" comments have a 
significance which I shall now explore.

I have glossed eleven, allusions to Tolkien in this volume of 
letters’^, but some are of a sore which need not detain us long. The 
earliest reference, for example, is in a letter to one of his students 
dated 18 June 1931\ in which Lewis recommends various books for 
medieval reading Among them are the Tolkien and Gordon edition of 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and Kenneth Sisam's anthology of 
Fourteenth Century Verse and Prose, which features a glossary by 
Tolkien. These still standard texts today, and would have been/



?s he had never Mt
Tolkian. Another such passing reference is in a letter dated 2 
.eptester 1957, in which Lewis lists a number of books which one

JI” aft^ b£r °na’8 a 8°^ ®outh~wash, as he
p i.eses it, afteu being exposed to th® corrupt language of ponular 
^•S^ineg and newspapers. And along with the work! of various Irish 
fantasists and of Homer he includes Lord of the Ring3 h

What seems to me to be of far more interest and importance is

our v Th

/^eye®*, or to listen to someone «ad the Latest chapters o« 
rs latest book. Charles Williams’ novel All Hallows’ Eve Lewisr 
S ^"Professor Tolki^^T^!^
The Hobbit were read aloud to the Inklings, and, e.aid Lewis in 19A7 
circ4»6 har<*‘hittlrs8 criticism of the
circle . But whe closest thing w have to a picture of oartic.it™- 
eventa at such a meeting Is in Lewi a ’ introduction to his ’J 
of Chivies Williams posthumous Ar th or i a n .Torso:

The two first chapters had been read aloud by the author to 
Prof«8.or ToikUn „ys£,,E. It helo «

f 1M,t “ 1£ 1:0 “ •’Ort Sr«« plea.uz. 
ana great pain to recall. Picture to yourself, then an 
upstairs sitting-room with windows looking north into the 
grove of Magdalen College on a sunshiny Monday Mornin? in

.. e cbestttde-d, lit our pipes and stretched Out our } 
in the arm-chair opposite to us threw his cigarette 

into the grate took up a pile of the extremely small" loose 
sheets on which he habitually wrote - they came, I think from * 
a twopenny pad for memoranda, and began as folios-.7 ’

Whereafter Williams! account of the development of the Arthurian 
‘Xt by Inkling. onl ln „ f r J
in which Lewis says that Tolkien raised a question as to the 
meaning of a Greek word used by Williams. ~ P^-1-86

c Inklings represented a gathering of close friends rot «
normal club. They elected no officers, charged no dues ke-^t no 
minutes. In this volume there ere, however, a couple of references 

Tn e'utt"to w*

a
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On Thursday we h«d a meeting of the Inklings — you and 
Nevill's Coghill both absent unfortunately. Vs dined at 

the Eastgate. I have never in my life seen Hugo Dyson 
so exuberant -- ’A roaring cataract of nonsense’. The 
bill of fare afterwards, consisted of a section of the 
new Hobbit book from Tolkien, a nativity play from Ch.. 
Williams (unusually intelligible for him, and approved 
by all), and a chapter Of.it of the book on the Problem 
of Pain from me. ... 1 wished very much that we cd. have 
had you with us. . .

And in another letter to Major Lewis a few weeks later, on 3 December 
1939, he says:

The usual Thursday party did not meet. . .so I went up 
to Tolkien’s. We had a very pleasant evening drinking 
gin and lime-juice and reading out recent chapters to • 
each other —his from the new Hobbit and mine from Ths 
Pr ob lam of.. Paia. $

But what part of Lord of the-Rings Tolkien was working on at this 
time, Lewis does not mention.

A far richer passage on the Inklings occurs in a letter to Dom 
Bede Griffiths, at one time a student: of Lewis'. The date is 21 
December 1941/ The "Reading” he mentions is, I believe, the 
University of Reading; and you should bear in mind that Griffiths 
was a convert to Catholicism:

Williams, Dyson of Reading and my brother (Anglicans) and < 
Tolkien and Havard (our doctor), your Church, are the 'Inklings’ 
to whom my Problem of Pain was dedicated. We meet on Friday 
evenings in my rooms; theoretically to talk about literature, 
but in fact nearly always to talk about something better.
What I owe to them all is incalculable. Dyson and Tolkien 
were the immediate human causes of ray conversion. is any 
pleasure on earth as great as a circle of Christian friends 
by a good fire?^

I find this passage very revealing. Tolkien has been even more 
reticent about his personality than has Lewis, and both men thought 
the individual's right to privacy was too much infringed on in our 
contemporary world. But in referring to Tolkien as an immediate 
human cause of his conversion -- remember Lewis always claimed his 
conversion was for him very largely a matter of ratiocination 
1 think Lewis can only be referring to the personal example of a 
man who took Christian, beliefs seriously and made a real effort to 
practice them in his life, the Tolkien who delighted in presenting 
puppet plays at Christmas parties for underprivileged children, * 
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a Tolkien we have not heard much about, even as Lewis's manifold 
charities are never mentioned in his own writings not, even his 
autobiography.

a find confirmation of a religious concern in Tolkien’s personal 
** in another letter of Lewis’s to his brother, dated 5 November 1939:

I had a pleasant evening on Thursday with ^’illlMia, Tolkien 
ano Wrenn, during which Wrenn expressed almost seriously a 
strong wish to burn Williams, or at least maintained that 
conversation with Williams enabled him to understand how 
inquisitors had felt it right to burn people, . . . The occasion 
was a discussion of the most distressing text m the Bible 
k Narrow is the way, and few they be that find it'), and 
whether one could really believe in & universe where'the 
majority were damned and also in th® goodness of Sod. Wrenn 
of course, took the view that it mattered precisely nothing ’ 
whether it conformed to our- ideas of goodness or not, ami it 
was at thia stage that the combustible possibilities of Williams 
revealed themselves to him an an attractive light. The general 
sense of the meetii|g was in favour of a view taken in JaatSE 
rgatorm — that Our Lord’s replies are never straight answers 
and never gratify curiosity, and whatever - this one meant, its 
purpose was certainly nor. statistical. . . ,12

1 presume that Tolkien’s opinion was included in the general sense 
of th® meeting.

311 £hU aheds llgh£ on fche “^erns of the Inklings, 
which evidently were not (as Lewis would eay) merely literary. ”To 
be sure , wrote Lewis to Char lea Moorman in 1959, Se had a common

”f viaw but- we had it before we met. it wa, the cause rather 
rh! friend8W.* ’13 'Let’s just glance a moment at

*h« n«v«r met Tolkien, she must have shared the 
°f fld WaS th® *ufchor not only of detective stories 

but also of plays based on Biblical incidents. The others shared a 
sxmUar reUgxOua concern: the lawyer Owen Barfield was (and is) an 
An^hroposophist, the medievalist Gervaae Mathew a Catholic priest, and 
so forth. Lewis himself, of them all perhaps the closest to Tolkien, 
was a wan who had lapsed into atheism in his teens, and had taken up 
various philosophies before ultimately converting back to Anglicanism.

X Of the InkUn8s- Charles Williams, a proofreader
fo» the Oxford University Press, was an Anglican who wrote religious 
Jh religious poetry, and novels that have been called theological 
thrillers T. S. Eliot aaid he seemed to be at home in both the 

wori<^ simultaneously. And one of his
’ SdaUR,d Fuller’ that a Charles Williams novel resembles 

J®?1?8 * Sorothy Sayers detective story grafted onto the
of Saint John. 'That ssms Miss Sayers sems to have been 

h“ to rhe <and though Lewis says to the



He became famous as a Christian apologist, the "apostle to the skeptics" 
in Prof. Chad Walsh's phrase, end was. noted for the use in 'rds fiction 
of the Christian mythology, (Please notice that I use "myth" here in 
its proper sense of a valuable mod® for perceiving and expressing 
some aspect of reality. Whether or not the content of the myth has an 
existence in fact it Lrrrlfevant to its value.)

X am sure that Tolkien fit very comfortably into this circle of 
Christian friends by a good fire, but he was, if I my say this without 
irreverence, leas blatantly Christian thitn they in his literary works. 
Let me make myself clearer with an e.?uiaple> Lewis’s novel J’ej^lggdra, 
is set on the planet Venus, s world of perilous sees girt with tiakv.uig 
islands, with great godlike creatures in its past and a newly created 
human race in its present. To thia planet cose Sansom, a good if 
fallible man, and Weston, a saam possessed by a devil; and here they 
meet the Eve of this new world, the beautiful and innotent, and 
unashamedly naked, Crean -Lady. And they proceed to ait around on 
the shore and hold a theological discussion. Please don't misunderstand 
me. I don’t mean to belittle this novel, for I enjoy it thoroughly, 
and Lewis’s dialectic is to ma no small part of its fascination. All 
X mean is that the Christian element (and I realize this is an organic 
part of the story) is very evident, whereas in Tolkien's work no such 
element is immediately striking,1'

V
I don’t mean that Tolkien keeps his religion and his literature 

in separata compartments. There are Christian elements in Lor^^of 
the Hings, of course, for Tolkien ha® given deeply of himself to this 
hia masterwork, anc his Christian heritage would not be neglected. 
But I do think that even elements that can be considered Christian, 
and quite legitimately, are also shared with ether parts of the 
European cultural tradition, or even with the Eastern. It is certainly 
no part of any Christian’s beliefs that hia religion is something . 
unique and different at all points from every other, but rather that 
it is more perfect, that it Incorpcrates, or at least is compatible 
with, all that is good and true in what men anywhere have thought and 
said. I mention this because I fear that many people who insist so 
vehemently on excluding Lord of the.. Sings, from Any Christian scheme 
of things only mean.that Christians are not, after all, the only ones 
who hold some particular beliefs (as if they somehow became 
Christian on that account). It might be better to refer to the Third 
Age as simply a-Christian, though I do not find the term wholly 
satisfactory, and non'Qbrlst.ian might be even better. But this would 
be true in the same way and in the same sense that any age thousands 
of years before the birth of Jesus could be called ^Qjrist_ian of 
non-Chrigtian. I qualify this as I do because, to anyone accepting 
the Christian religion as true, the past, too, though it does not 
know Christ, is nonetheless under divine Providence, and good and e»ii, 
wisdom and folly, are no different then. The pagan myths, by such as 
Lewis and Tolkien, are looked on as "good dreams", the divine light 
falling on man’s imagination adumbrating, however imperfectly, what is



to ba The Brtb of the dyUfcJ, & s s*r«. ** ■>« ^““ u““! 
in the life Of Christ, said I^wis, myth haem* fact. And you wi- 
rscell tbit in hie **s*y yairy-8torle®” Tolkien reeuu'ks that in > 
th® Gospel® ® fairy-story has ®n’t'®:red history.

But Tolkien hlmealf ha® talked about J1* "J1*1?® J£**.
1 quota from another latter, thia one not by Uw.ai, but by Tolkien.

The only criticism Qbout "
that it ’’contained no reUtion’fand women”, but that 

does not wtwr, and is not-true anyway). It is-a monotheistic 
world of “natural theology". flue odd fact that thars are no 
churches, twk», or religion rites and ceremonies, ia simply 
part of tha historical cllmat® depicted. Itwi-il^e aufHci®&t;y 
o-galaiaed - if (a® no* stems likely)
Uganda of the first and Second Agee a£« published. I am in 
any case myself a Christianj but the “Third was not a 
Christ Un world.*5

It should come a® no surprise that the author
town Mi ft. Critic. ' .ho«U “*£!?!
Sot • CteUti.n *»ft« to tr»M oJ s pWOltmiM wmU, *»»“
the work is QT

®ut X cannot leave this point without mentioning Tolkien’s sole 
.hort .tor,, »U.t by KHU", «4ft ««« to « ft. ».t WgM. 
Christian of hi® works, for it represents allegorically the Csti.au 
doctrine that men who are not yet good .enough to enter heaven, nor 
evil ^nouggi for hall, ar« purified filter death in a state og 
purgatory. It is such a continuation of the redemptive process 
after death that higgle and Pariah under ®a. ThU esootimae «ae»w to 
m® the least typical of Tolklon’a active work®, for nowhere ale® 
does he turn to allegory, and theo ata evan paasafees in it which 
remind am strongly of Lewie, elthough TolkUn’a ptoaa *tyl® do®# not 
uaually resemble that of his friend very much. Perhaps it® strong 
Christian element can be partly explained by its place of inltUi 
appearance, for. I suppose ' that the MUOM °®n dx?*ct a 
dominantly Catholic audience, but this can not vary far:
Tolkien does not write to order in any case, and it is entirely 
possible that ahen he was working on thie story ha did not know 

even whether, it would bo published.

But I have already referred to this short atowy as an allegory, 
a term' that at best ie not easily definable, but in the caa® of 
Tolkien, who say® h® cordially dattsts the form, doubly dangerous. 
Thio is’a Porilout. Realm in criticism, and t must tread warily. 
boot short definition of allegory I have come across is that of the 
American medievalist, g. Talbot Donaldson. Ue wisest

Csti.au


G

function of allegory ie worth the Hc , (

Xu xxx
_•., . * , ** ' oc-am^, but is somethjng mw« hl» *plus £ equals C, the 1U«.X nesnlng »laa th” *
suggests yield an ultimate meaning that is 
union of both.16 an

meaning it 
inextricable

IC seems to me there can be no doubt that "Leaf 
XS ,u~
4om lltaX. tM. notion, 1XX15T'’’ <WI “ 
w«to». (th. imperfect Mo h^d««d X e

•ll.gorv. mTSX 1of the underlying 
Insight of another and 6«t tailor Id^nd"^'^^'^ i-MglMllvs
completes his crest work ^"7 ?nd though he dies before he
the next Hf< while a framen i 18? ne and others enjoy ft in 
who care about such things ls preserved for any men
present in all this, axrf* JX allegory is still
^predated without being

by Niggle” does
for there are clear

Fan < has a'i^so been read alleHoricallv in-s r
has nact a great deal to sa-^ba^ thet in h<» ? i d 1 wis 
the work. Moreover to X'ln-iHr- V ni-s ci’itical reviews of 

reover, to an ^irer he writes on 22 September 1956:

ToJkien’s book flheJigJLlj^ Of the Plug7
a form he dislikes. You’ll get F<. . a ------- 0 '
subjects bv s'-udvinu- n«-r>-st to hrs mind on sucnPresented to rharf ® mtf W On ?airy Talas in Essays

His r^t. ides of narraTi^ert
°f a secondary world. ’What yOil 
the children' wd. be to him

s not an allegory -

Is sub-creation1
wd. call ’a pleasant story for 
S2£e>£griou8 than an allegory.

aw^ieh1'; & ”d? ■“ Ch,t * 8*»d "Xth

tor differed .
than an alleaorv ages) is s higher thingan ( Ch — meaning has been put), Tnt<?

allegory a man can put onlv . F mro
»h« he do.. „« y,c k„o» and ed.X

But for his view^ aad the

4

Lewis has been called flnariv t \
.llMory, „ hu ,u,«^ Th’'"' °f
correspondent Fr weight. But his
U»is wot. to ui .g.in w'l?Oe«°w uS£V‘ .'
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Thanks for ymw letter of-Nov;-St*. -fm"htsWTcgl“point first. 
There cd. not have been an allegory about the atomic bomb when 
Tolkien be^n his romance for he did 90 before it was invented. 
That however haa little to do with the theoretical question; 
tho’ it has much to do with the. extreme danger, in individual 
cases., of applying allegoric®! interpretations. We should 
probably find that many particular allegories critics read into 
Langland and Spenser ere impossible for just that sort of rsason, 
if we knew all the facts. I. am also convinced that the wit of mat, 
cannot devise a story in wh. th® wit cl' sow other man cannot 
find an-allegory.

I think this should put this wised question to reet, for certainly nu,ay 
things can be found in Lord of the Rinag» the atom bomb no more valid 
than any other. The story is mythic, net allegoric.

Another reference by Lewis to Tolkien occurs in a letter to a 
nun written 12 January 1950:

My book with Tolkien--any book in collaboration with that great, 
but dilatory and unmethodical man - is dated I fear to appear 
on th® Greek Calends. $

That is all. Let me remark in passing that I consider it a great 
pity that Lewis and Tolkien never collaborated on a work. Otherwise, 
I am more ataused than disquieted by this passage.. It reminds ma of 
another letter of Lewis's I once heard about (not included in this 
volume), in which he advised an American correspondent to be patient 
in waiting for The SiImariIlion to appear, adding jovially, "You have 
no idea with what laborious midwifery w® got the Lord of the Rings 
out of him . One of i»y acquaintances, a fine scholar, reacted angrily 
to all this, evidently taking it as Insulting Tolkien as a laty, good’ 
for-nothing lout. I myself do not find that it lessens my regard for 
him In any way. Nor did it offer any obstacle, apparently, to Lewis's 
admiring and liking Tolkien, and I cannot but remember as characteristic 
of Lewis both his remarkably perceptive understanding of human nature, 
and his constant attempt to speak charitably. Certainly the only way 
Tolkien is different from meat of the rest of the human race in being 
dilatory and unmethodical is in being great as well. And literary 
parallels with Dr. Johnson end Coleridge (perhaps also with Chaucer, 
who left most of his works unfinished) of course suggest themselves.

Still on this point, let’s look at another letter of Lewis's to 
an American critic, Charles Moorman, written on 2 October 1952, two 
years before the British publication of Fellg^ship.of the Ring. He 
tsfers.to his own novel, That Hideous Strength?"



The VII Bears and the-Atlenteafc Circle are pure inventions of 
my own. filling the Basse purpose in the 'narrative that 1noises । 
'off' wd, in a stage play. KumlnAt la a’-miB-spe.lling of IHumenor ■ 
•4iich, like the ‘true West.' is a fragment'from a vast -private ■ l 
mythology invented by Professor J. R. R. Tolkien. At the time ' 
ne all hoped'that a good deal of that mythology would soon .become 
public through a romance which chi Professor wxs ■ then contemplating.. 
Since then the hope has receded. ,

This reminds me at once of Lewie* preface to-this very novels r ■ •
■: f • > ■

Those who would like'to learn further about Numinor and the.
True West must (alas!) await the publication of much that still 
exists only in the MSS. of my friend. Professor-J. R. R. Tolkien.22

This remark has long tantalized me, for Nua^nor is of the First Age. 
of Middle-earth and had vanished long ego by the time of Lord of' the 
Rings. Anyone wishing to learn much about-it would be well advised, 
to turn, not to the narrative proper, but to the appendices.- But Lewie 
evidently knew a good deal of Numenor, presumably through Tolkien's- 
reading to the Inklings. The suggestion is overpowering that more 
about Numenor exists in the MSS. of J. R. R. Tolkien than is dreamed 
of in the files of Allen and Unwin. But it is only recently that I 
have come across the following confirmatory statement by Professor 
Tolkien himself:

. . . the mythology (and associated languages) first began 
to take shape during the 1914-18 war. The Fall of Gondolin 
(and the birth of Earendil) was written in the hospital and 
on leave after surviving the Battle of the Somme in 1916. The 
kernel of the mythology, the matter of Luthten Tinuviel and 
Beren arise from a small woodland glade, filled with "hemlocks’’ ■ 
(or other white embellifers) near Roos on the Ho Werness 
peninsula - to which I occasionally went when free from regimental 
duties while tn the Humber Garrison in 1-913.2-'

The question naturally arises, why has none of this material been 
published before? Lewis's phrase "Professor Tolkien's unfinished 
sequel to The Hobbit."rings through my mind, and I remember that the 
great sequel was begun even before The Hobbit was published in 1937. 
I think, also, of Lewis' statement in his essay on "The. Alliterative 
Metre" (published in 1939) that be hopes tha^Ttofessor Tolkien will 
soon be able to publish an alliterative poem’ ; and this has never 
been forthcoming, unless it is included in Lord of the Rings or ended 
up as the verse play on the Battle of Maldon. Tolkien certainly does 
not seem ever to have been in any hurry to publish his writings.
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There 1*. ther- ‘l?it of 'biogg aphtcal" Informatipn that 1® he Ipf u 1 
here.- Tolkien and E. V. Gordon planned to edit the fourteenth century 
poem caliL&d. The Feer I to follow their edition--of Sir Gawain and, the 
Green Knight.; <1 ought to mention'that both poems oxist in the same 
unique a&nuaeript, Cotton-Nero A.x. , end that they are.-usually 
cams Idersd.to be the work of the same author.) Bui Gordon died whi le 
the work was in progress, and it was naturally expected that Tolkien 
would continue alone. Years passed; no edition of Pear l, appeared; 
Tolkien's fellow scholars became pursled and & little disquieted. 
Finally Mrs..Gordon retrieved the manuscript from Tolkien and arranged 
for ita publication herself; but the Oxford coatTcunity, understandably, 
I think, was.upset with Tolkien.. Looking back now, it is easy to 
speculate that Tolkien did not finish editing ThePear I because he 
Was*writing about Middle-earth, and that he did not finish writing 
about Middle-earth because he was editing IM. Peer I - His•ituation 
cannot have been• an easy era®, for the leisure time pf an Oxford don .> • 
is limited, and both his'pleasure and his work were competing for it. 
Moreevar,'thefphilological tradition of medieval studies at Oxford 
waa.Only beginning to be shaken in the thirties,apd forties-by the " 1 
extraordinary popularity*of Lewis* Lscturea, and appreciation of the, 
literary qualities of a medieval text on the part of a philologist , 
was actually: discouraged. Nor could there have seemed any^reason t,o ; . 
expect’A;fairy at«ry to be to the. taste of a twentieth century t, 
audience. Under.each circumstances, it is not surprising that Tolkien 
should have hesitated to publish his literary endeavors. But for the.r 
encouragement he received from Lewie and the other Inklings, he might, 
conceivably, never have published them at all. i

There, is-more that can be said about thia.,- Tolkien seems 
constitutionally incapable of allowing anything to pass through his 
hands a second time without revising it, whether it is “Riddles in 
the Dark” or "On Fairy-Stories”, or herd of .the Rings. Hi« Middle- 
earth mythology, is « project vaster and more complex than anything 
Lewi® oer any of the other Inklings ever attempted in fiction,. Tolkien 
wrote the story out of its narrative sequence and did not always know 
store the story would lead him, arid its coherence has been achieved, 
he says, by constmat re-writing backwards.*' Also, he could not 
afford to hire a secretary, and he himself typed out the entire •• ; 
manuscript- of Lwd pf the; Ripas by the hunt-an^-peck system, with two 
fingers.^ And it should be remembered that while at work on his 
great, three-decker novel he. also wsote and published a short* story, 
“Leef by Niggle”, nnd-a long narrative poem,“The Lay of Aotrou 
and Itroun”. z$ This sort of thing takes .time, and he obviously doesn't 
like to be hurried. ' ■

I am sure that all three of Lewis * descriptive adjectives apply 
to his friend; and I have no complaints. It is not &s if we had a 
right to his works that he was infringing by delay.

Let me conclude by reading you one more letter of Lewis’, this 
one to critic Charles Moorman. It was written on 15 May 1959; and 
■prof. Moorman was planning a literary enquiry into the society of the 
Inklings r
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I don't think you
you may be chasing aft^v 
Williams certainly
But after that X ihink
infi^enced ToIkion
bandersnatch. We listened 
only by’encouragement, tfc 
either ha begins ths whole
or else he takes no 
living in Oxford at 
life met Tolkien. J

t at cUl !presumptuous^ but I do think 
a tox that isn’t chere# . charleg 
;nced me and I perhaps influenced him. 
u^TOuld draw blank. No one ever 

. .luanee-a
-o nis work, but could affect it 
ft«s only two regions to criticism;
'''^frwti the beginning ■

. ®' ni-‘‘ frothy Sayws was'not 
^■hf ■ ime-and I don't

you night as well t

notice
hink she ever lubberknew Cfw la« Williams wail,. and me much ■

, . ax4ir£ed nnderwant any literaryT dn . be 1 was?
But! 8iva rlly r*'

’ •<saiC" tot wait it is warth.

later. I am sure
incluersce at all

Sift

in it myself
on>

inf i;

And he concludes with the psrsvranh 7 hfl<„ . J ‘
context: u ph 1 footed earlier in another

To be sure, we had a-eoanon point of view but we had
betore we met. rr ««» t-u, . -■ DUt we had it
our friendship, , . , 29 " caiJse rather than the result of

S

the neither
statements. Only l^t s“®mPc Co qualify J4wis'.
contributed to the memorial f<iendS wh°
none of their group had ever felt thatthen it was Ronald TolkIeKt s.^x °r’ ^.^yone did,
note of comradeship among the T t r.^ '-c " i"° c^Ose OR this
ment, and chiefly that of r ' t ' Witnou£ their encourage-
hsve published a word about ^iddl^t^°te^ ToIki®« never
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d~' ' ; •' ‘ "“FOOTNOTESr ~:

William Bliasett, "Despots of she Rings South, Atlantic Quarterly, 
Vol. 58 (Sumer , 195$), p. 449. 3 , ■

2 ’ J ■Legteg9 of C. 8. Lewis., .ed, W. H* lewis, (Geoffrey Bles: London, 
1966).' Hereafter, I shell refer to thia book as Letters. Major 
Lewis’ introductory'memoir of hie brother is invaluable to those 
of as who are interested in C. $. Lewis and his work. Unfortunately, 
the American edition of this volume published late. In 1966 by 
Harcourt, Brace and World was not available at the, time I wrote this 
papas. - < , .

'
'Consult Letters pp. 142, 169-70, 170-71,.172, 1$7, 222. 244-45, 

271, 273, 279, and 287.

Letters, p, 142.

^Letters, pp. 279-80. The Irish writers referred to are E. R. Eddison 
(The Worm Ouroboros la cited), James Stephens, William Butler Yeats, 
and Lord Dunsany. Eddison’8 works have long been out of print, and 
I as happy that Ballantine is now reissuing them in paperback.

^Dorothy Sayers at al., (Oxford
University Press-: London, New York, Toronto, 1947), p. v.

? ■ ’ ' >
Charles Williams and C. S. Lewie, Arthurian Torso, (Oxford University 
Press: London, New York, Toronto, 1948), p. 2. , .

8 ’• ' •
Letter^, pp. 170-71.t •

Q
'Letters, p. 172.

lvL£ltWL> P- 197.

owe this reference to conversation with F»! Robert F. Healey, S. J., 
who, while taking his M. A. in Classics at Oxford, was present at 
just such an affair. Fr. Healey is now at Fairfield College in 
Connecticut.

12Letters, pp. 169-70.
13Letters, p- 288.
14Don't interpret me as saying that Lewis is always preaching. When 

he does, he preaches well, and, as a Christian myself, I am never 
sorry to listen to him. Re often did have didactic intentions and 
did not.think them improper to art. But the religious concern in 
his novels can be overstressed, since for him, as for Tolkien and
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them.
H® has

any other writer goo writer, th. stOTy ltSelf Is ;MraMunt end
Sil8 Christianity arises even aa anything which an author feels deeply 

CaUght ap ln his ’^y. IE should be remembered ' 
^laqdr^ started with ® mntal picture of the ffacing

Th^rfnn a?w <WCS n° A®Ian in initial sketches tor
Th^re ®rh oth«’ things in- 

£bsoi^\f'h™^ his theology is extremely i^-tant-.
He makes effective Aginative use of borrowings from Greek and 

medieval cosmology,
,-a 1 Uan' y" h& the’ vitality of the'Christian- -

ifiyct. ^v.-ui^.-sulng i^ to & science-fictional Betting.' His eldiia •■' 
era analogous to angels, but it ie to your loss if you flfSSu^ that 
you know all about them from traditional Christian theory and fail ..~

at£ention to what the narrative shows them to be. He con 
- naw races, new rational beings, and mite us empatfctke with- • 

de can render 'whoflly-imaginai-y landscape sensuously ’priest/ 
you;take this to> mean r sense of'.humox-, ■ ‘

„ Lnttllectual deftneaa., I £fnd him well- worth- readings . .;

create

15 'ilElkML Magazine, /ol. .XVIII, Nor; .197 (October, 1966)1 a. 39 Titld p' ‘ 
appears as an. article Tolkien on Tolkien” and no da td: or source . " 
AuZar °v Xt been by the editors of ’

However, you will remember•that in his review of Lord of

from a letter written by Tolkien to-his publishers; and, though I 
sure, the similarity in phrasing leads die th. ' 
the statement known to Wilson.

cannot be absolutely 
surmise that this is

16
E. Talbot Donaldson, 
Medieval Literature: 
M^jjeval Literature,

Patristic Exegisis in the Criticism of , 
The Opposition”, io Critical.Apprcaches to

- — ^S'Othy Bathuru®., (Columbia University
Press: New York and London, 1960, 1961),=p. 24. .

17, .. — ' * ' ■ 'L ... .
271.

Letters, p.
IQLetters, p.

273.

222.

Mekas No. 15 (March, 1966), P. .49
this very easily: it is a science-fiction ’’fanzine” 
edited by Edmund R. Meskys and Felice Rolfe (headquarters 
Emerson, Palo Alto, California 94301).

I’m afraid you won’t 
it is a science-fiction

find 
magazine) 
at 1360

21
Letters, pp. 244-45.

22
d 7 (Collier Books: New fork. 1962), 



See Note 15, supra x’» Mglosat sprinted ’'Condolin'' 
as Gandolin and ’Beran" as ^an"; I have ventured to correct 
this in my quotation.

24
ST S' ’**•{ (oxtod
university Press: London, Nev York, Toronto, 1939),

25
In a letter dated 25 Jun© 1957 and printed by Carolins Whitman 
swrett as Appendix A in her Master of Art® th-ssfs (Florid® 
State University, 1957).

26- V i
The Inklings seen never to hava co&posad on the typewriter.
Lewis said the sound of the keys destroyed one's sense of rhytho, 
find I have fotod this to be true. The entire group wse deeply 
interested in achieving beauty of language. As did Flaubert 
Lewis liked to teat his words on his tongue. Perhaps this is qn@ 
reason why they read their works aloud to on® another. '

27
Vol. CCXVI or 216 (January, 1945), pp. 46-61.

(Ballantine;York, 1966), pp. 85-112.
2® _

Vol. LVf (December, 1945), pp. 254-266.
29

M&terg., »P- 287-88.

NOTE: The group of Irish fantasists mentioned is not? 5 
turns out tc include one Englishman: E. R. Eddison. 
sistake originated in interpreting a remark of James 
Stephen® as indicating that gddison was Irish, whereas 
wti®t he really says io that he ought to have been.
For the result® of Charles Moonaan’s study of the Inklings, 
see his book, The Precincts of,Felicity (1966).
Some o»re naterial on the Inklings, dealing especially 
with Lewis and Williams, will be found in John Wain's 
autobiography, Sprightly Rumina (1962).

R. C. W.
Bsrch, 1968
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VISARD AND HISTORY:

SARUMAN’S VISION OF A NEW ORDER

by James Robinson

An Expanded Version of a Ta???- r>4, , ,
of Wisconsin J. r. g Tolkien5 k4^03^ University 

R. Tolkien Society, in November o£

X £* X & ’ool i H v 1 1 » « ?
in modem times, a philosophy 1£icu~arly prevalent
°f the modern political *° Mch P««
«e the characteristic of any one ooMw C®nnot be considered 
People take this philosophy for
m political, scientists y10^ s^teamen
taking any number of pos-'tinna S ■ ° d 8ad acrimoniously 
voe.Clng fl,. „„ MvX .Xi” . ” *•

a common bond. Their s’rrm-nr. ’ y sre 811 united by 
use the terms of logic common axiom. To
of fascists, communists, nationalists °d P°li£ical consequents 
Means (With iarge or initXt?and rePub- 
antecedent, stem from a common

heterogeneous SUm 8
«■«* to f.U ,o th. ? <=7 “Meh =MI,
ethics have no relationship *« ' ' 8" P°Mtics and
nations have little o^ ^hiCal CQ™^
The only standard of d®Mberation.
the moment, of course) it ,!S the convenience of
vision is not capable of P°®tuMted ideal, This
ethical standpoint epart ™d '

it XaS “Xu “
«Xi? Td- ”hat “ »• X ’
*•* x» is sr# Xsv^ n t«

evaluated frora 6n
is the arbiter o£ 
What leads to the 

Mo other consider”

Sxnce this vision is the ynod <« 
achieve it automsci,'aiiv ' any means to
visions proposed on® chooses"Xc!rdf ‘ 8n°?^ the vsri°u8
There is no real standard by wh^h^'rinclination. 
With any sort Of certainty. ' Judge and choose

This mg; seera Co b un-q.^i < „ .
v^ry unusual introduction to an
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article about Tolkien’s Lord 11 i&
erally considered to be * political novel. In a very im
portant wy, it is not. Tolkien has specifically denied 
any sort of allegory in The Lord of the..SISKS. :c^ partic
ularly in the character of Saruman. No reference wbatso- 
ever is made to any histories1 or contemporary event or 
person. Mo such reference is even implied. Then in what 
way can the trilogy be considered a political novel or be 
considered as relevant to a discussion of politic®i ph 11“ 
osophy?

Politics is power; more specifically, power over rational 
beings and their activities in society. The course of poli
tics is the struggle for this power. When Been from this 
perspective, the trilogy becomes quite political. It may 
teem strange to put the struggle against Sauron in the asms 
category as the somewhat less heroic exploits of preaent-day 
politicians, but then that is the very point X a® trying to 
sake. (I might add here parenthetically that the remarks^ 
made in this paper ere meant solely as « discussion of Tol
kien’s work and sum applications of it in the realm of gen
eral political philosophy, and net aa th® advocacy of sem 
particular partisan view.)

A complete study of th® concept of power in The_Lord 
of the Rings would require months, perhaps years, of study; 
the'result would be a volume of not inconsiderable length. 
In this paper, I will select one incident which 1 think is 
particularly relevant, examine it In the light of general 
political philosophy and ppint out the light that ft aheda 
on certain modes of political thinking.

Saruman 1# unique in The Lord of,, th.”, in that he is 
the only character who, when faced with the choice of good and 
evil, consciously chooses evil. Ke was sender no compulsion tc 
make’such a choice; indeed it probably wbuld have been easier 
for him to side with the good in the form of his fellow wizard 
Gandalf. But Saruman, though nut outwardly compelled, is in
wardly impelled--driven by s vision generated in his own mind 
to which every other consideration is subordinated.

Saruman’a speech to Gandalf in The bf the ^Ring_
suns up his vision end the means by which he hopes to realise 
it. The situation can be briefly summarised. Gandalf has 
gone to SaruMn ®s the head of the Order or Wizards to enlist



his aid against the evil Seumndering th. requested .Id, .t^pt.^^h" G^d.^” ^Z 

ispc^ *»i»g«

1? is 3^eech ^mih ” ♦' 1 even before SarumanMedina ms speech. Saruman had
ing his higher position in the 4der a* V b? Stress" 
the distinctions of color which ^^ent^ se^d
or to distinguish the various J/'° r.nk
ironic since Saruman has ia
Mrked his '•nrlf t-H k ' ■ d'” s-’'^‘:'r from the white which 
; J* J “ k ®S the head o£ £h« order to E shimeHncr 
prisffistic robe of all colors snimmering
S«rumsn would not haw had tn ordinary circumstances,

. not nave has to issasgert conti'nusllw h-s®perUr poritUn b.cause „„ one cv„ doIi^e”i“ ?

yb1" “ »i»« !>•« -»«» .<«-
«n act of pride; It 1. ,l30 , 
his change in ethical standards, 
black nor any color but seeks 
is in between good cud evil, and attempting to

I 3hBn harmo^i2e or t^nscend these two categoric
I ^°n these P°int3 * bit The 4h2v 

itself shows the success of sueh a ven£ure> -rilogy

gested as 
cation of 
white nor
them. He
show that

He is now neither
to encompsss all of

th.t u
boluTZv j" T' a<,“8h tMs U «u'^ne’on fhp Oy^ 
vi^^^'nTKlSf^X ^aT to
bolUea by the -Ue, orub^^^.'e^Of
course once one accents th^r ■?. ''
m, j , ouuepts cnau tnere is no power inherprr {■n the good and to be found in the eood slr.r-r -• rnerent in 
is Hud for v ' S° slone, then everything

itself’ u\®u't'ruerOUn£ ’'IH "‘“"’b “‘'b’ in

to pnticF 4 licr^ into hi6 speech with which he hopes
Mn Gandalf i„£o accepting his lan f order
(All quotations are frorn the editi f
M^L-Ring, p„ 340.) coition of iellowghtj

The Elder Day® are gone. -he Middle Days are passing.
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The Younger Says are beginning. Th® time of Elves 
i« over hut our tints is at hand: the world of men 
which w^ must rule.

Saruman begins his political philosophy with an histor
ical analysis, an attest to find the pattern of history. 
He recognizes accurately that indeed the Old Days are over, 
the power of Elves la declining and the power of men is ria- 
ing« Puu h*.storicax observation is more than mere recitation 
of facts. Intertwined with the historical observation is 
also an interpretation. "Our” time has come and "we must 
rule" men since they are now to be dominant.

The argument is ingeniously constructed so that there 
is no mention of an ethical dimension in the historical 
movement. The rise and fall of various races are seen merely 
as historical facts; one either takes advantage of them or 
ond<does not. If one is to hold power in these younger days, 
it must be power over and associated with men. A simple 
statement of fact with no value attached (since of course 
we all know facts and values are totally separate).

But we must have power, power to order all things 
*s we will, for that good which only the Wise can 
see.

Saruman now clarifies to what end this necessity to rule 
men .lR directed. It xs the Wise, the Elect, 'who alone can 
see what the good is and for that reason must have absolute' 
power. Let us analyse clearly what sort of properties the 
"good" has tn Saruman's usage. First, this good is not some
thing that will come about through the orderly processes of 
nature or even in the unfolding of historical development. 
Historical analysis merely gives us the means for power,end 
not the end.(in this case, power for Saruman’s "good").’ The 
good must be imposed on the situation. If it were not so, 
Saruman would not need to ask for "power co order all things.”

Second, the good is not at all obvious. Only the Wise, 
those with some special qualifications, can see it. It is 
not necessarily a good which everyone can agree on, or at 
least a good which can be made manifest to the reasonably 
rational members of the community. There can be no check or 
verification procedure to what the Wise decree as good. Hence 
it is essentially arbitrary.



Third, th® power needed to mainKain this good must be 
absolute. This is simply s corollary of the first two prop
erties. .tad once one graata that th® Wise should rule tor 
the good they alone see, SsrmMn's demand for power is a 
quite reasonable one. From this it follows that, if/ue 
demand for this power is good, then (given the rest of the 
precadicg analysis) any m«®ns’ to obtaining thia power is good.

The irony is that Saruman, who undoubtedly includes him
self among the Elect,. rather then being one who has an unim
peded view of the good, is one who is particularly blind to 
the consequences of his own acts., ,t>a rumen also hastens to 
sdd that Gandalf is included among the Elect. What more 
effective way is there to win one over to the elitist view 
of politics?

A new Power is rising. Against it, the old allies 
and policies will not avail at ell. There is no 
hope left in Elves or dying l?umenor , This then is 
the one choice before you, before us.« We may join 
with that Power. . . Its victory is at hand and 
there will be a rich reward for those who aided it.

As Shakespeare said* "There is a tide in the arfairs of 
men, which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. Saruman 
wants to attach himself to what he xeexs to be historical in
evitability. The old mat give way to the new; it is futile to 
fight it. Historical conditions change and one must re-examine 
old policies and abandon them if they are no longer practical.

This new Power to which Saruman refers is, of course, 
Sauron, the embodiment of evil.e The proposed alliance, there
fore, is not one based or. common motivations. The path of 
history is not to be Judged good or bad; it moves amorally 
and one either moves with it and succeeds or against Lt and 
fails. Sauron seems to be the most powerful force around an a 
so an alliance with him seems to be the most reasonable course. 
One dees not ask what is right, but just what will work. In 
politic®! jargon, this is known as :,being pragmatic."

However, we must not think that Saruman is a cheap op
portunist who seeks only to survive and advance himself no 
matter what the conditions are. Saruman is guided by a vision 
of the new social order, and to that vision all else must be 
subordinated.
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As ths Power grows, Ite proven friends will also grow; 
end the wise, such ®» you end I, may vlth patience come 
st lest to direct its' courses, to control it. Ue can 
bide our time, we can keep our thought! in our hearts, 
deploring ®&ybs evil® done by the way, but approving 
the high ultimate purpose: Knowledge, Rule, Order, ' .

Sarumsn does not actually vent to give himself ovex to Sauron, 
or actually to subordinate himself to Sauron. He wants to be* 
® partner, to merely compromise with Sauron, snd that only for 
* while. Since ethics and politics are separate, he can assoc” 
late politically with Sauron end not be contaminated. Indeed, 
by working with Sauron, he can, perhaps, do g/jod by lessening’ 
the impact of Sauron's harshness®. Saruman hopes to conaeiouely 
bring good out of evil, it before good can he brought out, the 
evil must be given a helping hsnd.

What Saruman is saySng is that the beat course la to 
work from within the system. Accept reality de it ist in 
this case, the reality of Sauron’s predominance. Once one 
accepts reality, one can then hope to program gradual changes. 
Nothing can come of bucking the inevitable. Saruman is quite 
willing to allow for certain kinds of moral reservations, but 
they are essentially private judgements, and ”If y&u can't 
stand the heat, then you should get out of the kitchen.”

Ar. alliance with evil may be distasteful to the fas
tidious but that Is not being flexible, the fact that Sauron 
is evil should not tepsir his fighting power' any; and Saruman 
is willing to overlook a present evil for a future good.

There need not be any real change in our designs, 
only in our means. . .

Saruman sincerely believes that an evil means cannot corrupt 
a good end. An overarching vision can justify the use of sny 
means available to secure its triumph.

Of course, the entire trilogy serves to refute everything 
that Saruman believed. His own fortress was destroyed by beings 
whom he had wronged without giving them much thought. He was 
trapped in his tower with, a treacherous sniveling worm of a 
man for his only companion. He saw Gandalf take his position 
as Bead of the Order de jure which he had. de facto renounced 
when he changed from white to many colors, The power of Sauron
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suh^Lnt Ji* 8C overwhelming proved to be hollow and in- 
substantial. Saruman was proven wrong, noe by argument not 
by juat.another vision coming to the fore, but rather bv the 
course of events, the pattern of history that he felt he un
derstood. .^e COU76 event® proved his actions to be 
ru.iie, and hence th® premises upon which he was working 
wit wrong., ®

men? h / 3 °E fsM ®nd =h«^cter of Saru-
”, history end politics, though not strictly iden
tical with ethics, are inseparable from it.- while quite 
proper to avoid the sentimental simplistic attempt to judge 
history by its conformity or non-conformity to certain”sot- 
cific wm views (cfempske the once popular view that th^ de
cline of t..e Rosian Empire was due to the orgies and general 
sexual promiscuity), we must not forget that if the morel 
law acta in the lives of individual men, 
operate in the collective .actions of m»n 
society and history as well.

it must surely
»s manifested in

With nc Such thl«« «* » temporary compromise
hi « J0”1 Prin^pl«- Integrity, Hke Humpty-Dumpty, cannot 
X even^f 1116 °* compromise is one- '
wy even if it supposedly leads to a higher good.

Third, ^ne cannot separate whet is good froh whet will - 
work. fee whole thrust of fee Lord of the Rinas is that nothing will really work unl^^u 0̂^ 

power corrupt but the very desire for power is dangerous.

Sarwsn, In hoping to transcend good and evil falls 
to evil; the tide of history on which he relied 

turned against him end destroyed him. When one*® setions 
are cased on erroneous premises, only disaster can come of it.
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THE INTERLACE AW PROFESSOR TOLKIEN J

MEDIEVAL NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE IN THE LORD OF TRE RINGS 
. i- ...

*-A Paper Read to W. Tolkien Society April 16, 1967

by Richard C. West

Let, m® begin, by way of illustration, with a 
passage by C. S. Lewis in i&lch he describes the pat
tern of'interwoven;ataxies that a modem reader finds 
in. Malory: > .. , 1

Arthur has a war against five kings. To 
- - repair&i« looses he mu$t make new knights. 

' .iH Bit ^eieation «*eftda^sgdemagua, - malcontent, 
> _ : ~ fro® the jebur!,.. Aftd^thsLa.tory of his wan- . * "

darings crosses th® latter end of Merlin's 
s^ory. Arthur meanwhile' has got involved 
in the affairs of Damas and Ontsleke, which 
ir» their turn involve both, him end Accolon ... - 
in the machinations of Morgan, which 
lead to the banishment after son Uwain,

'V which leads to his joint errantry with
Gawain, which brings them both (nw in com
pany with Mirhaua) to those three damsels 
at the river-head who fhek the story into

y three (C. IV. 4-19)...and so on. Those who 
• ? dislike this sort-,of thing will not much

• • - ■ itke Mslory. ■ ■ .. ; ".
- t •

If the modern reader does not sctu&lly dislike this sort 
of thing, he does find such a narrative pattern a little 
odd. Modern critical theory, based on some three centu
ries of artistic practice, calls for an Aristotelian con
cept of organic unity in a work’of art. -There should.be 
a single wajor theme, to which a limited number of other 
themes may be related but subordinated, which is pursued 
from a clear-cut beginning, through a middle which grows 
naturally out of the beginning, to a resolution in an end 
which grows out of all that has gone before. Any single 
work is self-sufficient, since it includes within itself 
everything that is necessary, at the same time excluding 
everything that is not necessary. It is hence (to apply 
the description of this concept formulated by Giovambatieta

should.be
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Strossi in 1599) indivisible in i.taelf, but divided 
from everything el®^. Ihis is the pittern of narr
ative progression to vhld; a modern reader is accus
tomed. Ite principles are up in the dictum
nJ the Oueen of Hearts’ 3.r.gis 6- it e au■•
go on till you come eo th® end; theft atop.

Whether this nxc^thStive. uncluttered narrative 
line’ we are all eft familiar with is toe &1BS. c.ech^ 
nique for narration Is'not £ point which X am in-* 
tereetad in discussing; but tost '.t not She -only 
valid taethod la something ws ere rediscovering in 
our day, influenced by experiments Vlth form 
of our contemporary artists (such ®s Joyce, Proust, 
and Grass) and by our increasing knowledge of the 
different literary techniques employed by our an
cestors. It is of one such older technique, the 
medieval'interlace, that I have now to apeak, I 
ask ybur pardon and your patience if ®y description 
of this method of narrative structure seems long 
End complex, for this but reflects the nature of 
the subject, which la not at ail e«»y to grasp; 
even those who are already acquainted with it msy not 
be averse to freshening the concept in their minds. 
•Tboae who are already feKiliar with some example of 
sn interlaced narrative, such as the thirteenth-century 
cyclic romances in prose, or Spencer ’a or
(this will be emphasis) Tolkien’s l££d &L £he kings., 
will have that much ni an advantage in forming a cleax 
idea of this highly sophisticated narrative technique.

It is unfortunate that for many modern critics 
organic unity io not merely a characteristic of a work 
of literature but actually'® condition for its existence, 
as they consider the imposition of a unified pattern on 
the flux of reality one of the chief r®isor8 of
art. This makes it difficult for them to perceive the 
subtler patterns of other techniques such as the inter
lace. It is unlikely that eny late medieval author would 
have been much attracted to the concept of organic unity. 
They were not interested in works being discrete from all 
other works, since the matter of any story was regarded 
as common property. Indeed, a writer always claimed that 
some grand aucteur had told a atory before him even, and 
perhaps especially, it' he hadn’t: such a procedure ».ent 
authority to a tale. Nor would a progressive, uncluttered
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. narrative line be considered vesy desirable:.the 
. «^edleval« thought digressions enticed a story.

Yet neither did they like disorder or unconnected
, sequences of events,. «-*d it was our of displeasure 
_wlCh such rambling teles of enture that the in
terlace w^s evolved. The thirteenth-century French 
■writer* who followed Chretien de Troyes shared his 
ideal of composition as foxing links between hitherto 
unconnected episodes and giving th am shape and mean-

. Ing. Ihsy, like Chritien, ’’wanted to sake the narr-
.. . stive articulate, tc motivate R, to give it a causal 

.perspective."’' The narrative device they developed 
,,‘^ap.thst of interweaving tv,5 or more separate themes 

nr atoriea, a device.,indeed anown.tp earlier writers 
and used, for example, in the 'Metamorphoses of Ovid, 
but never before employed io so vast and complex an

■,ensemble of themes as « thirteenth-century cyclic 
romance.. In any one of these,“The knights-errant whom 
W to follow as they sake their way through a for- 
ese-^tbat anfiunt symbol of uncertain fate--are apt to 
abandon st any time one qpast for the sake of another, 
only to be sidetracked again a moment’later” and “the 
'resulting ease of adventures, quest® end battles” seem® 
tp, grow In complexity the deeper pne ventures-4 tet 
behind, the apparent aimlessness there is a rat forts 1 
principle at work, as vae pointed out by the French 
historian, Ferdinand Lot, in hi? study of the Frose 
Lancelot (one of the branches of the great thirteenth
century . cycle of Arthurian romance)-. Lot discovered 
that no them in the Frose Lancelot could be separated 
from the ether thetnea, even though they were independent 
of *ach other: ,,h c , -,

. ■ ‘ . ' v. • •. .; VI -<. • ■ “ ■

. Aucune aventur/e ne forme un tput se suffisant 
i lul-^«me. D’une part dea episodes anterieure, 
.laissea provisoirement de cote, y projongent 
des ramifications, d’autre part des episodes 
subsequent?,. proches ou lointsina, y aont

i, amorces. C.’est un enchevetrement gyst&matique.
De ce precede de 1’entrelacement les examples 
se preasept sous la plume. Ils sent si nom- 
breux qu*a‘ les voulpir enumerer on racontersit 
1® Lancelot d’un bout e 1‘autre^^

Ho atretch of the narrative appeared to be self-contained; 



at any givers point there were always to be found 
recollections of earlier episodes or .adumbrations 
of later ones. Hence the different themes in the 
prose Lancelot. are wot like the separate pieces 
of a mosaic, were .any one might be removed with- 
out disrupting the others, but rather like the sep
arate but crossing end retroseing threads woven into 
a tapestry, where no single thread can be^puHed 
out. without destroying the entire fabric. i"iAS 
analogy from a vi^v-sl art ssy help you to see the 
sort of chbere»ce'pcs>ie6;r:'. .*• '< the stories or theseo 
in an interlaced narrative , where the stories adhere 
one to another in an infinite series of echoss and 
anticipations. "Ju^t as in a tapestry each thread 
alternates with an endless variety of others, so in 
the early prose romances of the Arthurian group num
erous seemingly independent episodes or 'motifs’ are 
interwoven in a manner which makes It possible for 
each episode to be set aside at any moment end re
sumed later. Ho single stretch of such a narrative 
can be complete is itself any more than a stitch in 
a woven fabric; the sequel asy appear at any moment, 
however long the interval. But the resemblance goes 
no further, for unlike the finished tapestry s branch 
of a prose romance has as a.rule no natural conclusion; 
when the author brings it to a close he simply cuts 
the thread® at arbitrarily chosen points, and anyone 
who chooses to pick them up and interweave the® in a 
similar fashion can continue the work indefinitely." 7

Building on the work of Lot, Professor Eugene 
Vinaver has gone on to describe tihat a medieval writer 
achieved when he adopted this device of "an expansion 
or an unrolling of a nusibar of interlocked themes." 
"Combined as it was with the practice of interlacing," 
he writes, ’’ the process of digression would not only 
justify, but call for the very things that our conven
tional poetics condemn: it would call not for ’unity 
which restricts the work-to essentials and deprives it 
of potential ramifications, but for expansion and diver
sity, for growth, both real and hypothetical: reel when 
a theme or a sequence of themes is lengthened within an 
existing work, hypothetical when the author projects a 
possible continuation to be taken up by his successor 
who In turn will bequeathe s similar projection to

4
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those who will felloe him. For $ the
Arthurian prose cycl® there is, strictly speaking, 
no singly beginning, and an single end; each initial 
adventure can be extended into th® past, each final 
adventure into the future, by a further lengthening 
of the narrative threads; and say there cap reappear 

, after an interval so. «6 to stretch the fabric still 
further mull the reader loses every sense of lim
itation in tiw or spec®... And sicpe it is always 
possible, end often even necessary, for several 
themes to be pursued simultaneously, they have to 
alternate like threads’wven fabric, one theme 
interrupting another and agHn another, end yet all 
refining constantly present io the author’s and the 
redder’s mir>d,“® L ' \ .

>■ •’ ■ '.i , j<
l^ireover, M. Vtesver elsewhere points , out that 

the medieval authors welcomed the popularity of such 
supernatural aids as the ruses and enchantments of 
sssgicians, which wipe a fruitful source of the di- 
greaaions which enriched tne text with & pleasing 
variety. And one surprising result of this has been 
discussed by C,. S. lewis, who observes that Spenser's 
use of the interlace in the Faerig, ^.een '‘adds to the 
poem what might be called depth, ©r thickness, or den
sity. because the (improbable) adventure which we are 
following, is liable at, any moment to b» interrupted 
by some quite different (improbable) adventure, there 
steals upon us unawares the conviction that adventures 
of this sort «re going on all round us, that in this 
vast forest (we are nearly always in e forest) this 
ia the sort of thing that goes on all the time, that 
it was going on before we arrived and will continue af
ter w* have left. We lose the feeling that the stories 
we are shown were arbitrarily made up by the poet. On 
the contrary, we are sure there are plenty more which 
he has net time co show us. We are being given mere 
selections, specimens: instances of the normal life of 
that wooded, faerie world. The result of this is an 
astonishing sense of reality...(Spenser‘s faerie lond) 
is lifelike by its consistency--a11 the adventures bear 
die stamp of the world that produced them, have the 
right flavour, suake each other probable-, in its apparent 
planlessnes3--they collide, and get mixed up with one 
another and drift apart, just as events would in a real
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world; in its intimity—we san, eo obviously, 
never get to the end ®z thw. thera are obviously 
more and more, round the next cemr.’ Thus 
the complexity and th® supernatural ®»chinery cf 
the intexlace hava the paradoxical effect o£ wak
ing a narrative more lifelike, more consistent with 
our experience of the ox everyday existence.

It ie esay to ven that the complexity of the 
interlace could becosa® a source cf .bewilderment 
as well as pleasure^. and indeed, though this narra
tive technique remained popular down Into at least 
the seventeenth century, the process of breaking up 
the many interwoven themes cf the thirteenth-century 
cyclic romances into simpler story units had already 
begun in the late Fiddle Ages. It is this trend that 
gives rise to the modem novel. Though ary initial 
quotation from C. S. Lewis’s essay on Malory shows 
that the interlace survives to some extent in his 
work, Professor Vlnsver has demonstrated by a com
parison with Malory’s French sources that he, too, 
was unweaving themes, and substituting "a simple
narrative, with each sequence of events beginning
when the 
chain of

other is at an end...for 
interlocked episodes?

the elaborate

But I m here concerned not with the later 
evolution of the interlace but with its modern re
covery. Th® device seems alien to us now, and 
Professor Vinaver has suggested that ’’it will take 
the modern world nearly haXf-a-millennlum to redis
cover it through the work of a few solitary writers 
of our own time.”12 One such writer is J. R. R. 
Tolkien.

Professor Tolkien has said himself that his 
medieval studies serve to fertilise his imagination, 
that his typical response to medieval literature is 
to write a modem work in the same tradition. * He 
has written s sequel to The Battle of MSldon, J3 verse 
play in the alliterative meter cf the Old English 
poem;and a number of poems in the same early med
ieval meter appear in Lord of the ,R1ES£.” tradition 
of the Breton lay inspired his 'Lay of Aotrou and 
Ttroun.’’^- Lord of the Rings itself has been called
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’’perhaps the |g?t literary masterpiece of the 
Middle^Ages;”*®_ Professor George H. Thomson has 
recently pointed out how important in 'this great 

' three-volume novel ere traditions! 'romance themes, 
and briefly indicated its structural relation to 
the interlace, which produces ”a detailed yet pan
oramic vie* of a whole world in movement and turmoil. ? 
I propose now to examine Tolkien’s use of the in
terlace, and by so doing j hope to Illuminate this 
medieval narrative technique by reference to a con
crete exaraple, as well as to show something of the 
mbdern author’s own schievetaent.

There ®re two -provisos that should be borne 
in mind. First, I make no claim we to any direct 
influence of the French romance®'on Professor Tol
kien’s choice of narrative technique. I don’t even 
know that he has reed them, let alone enjoyed them. 
Perhaps one could argue' for Malory’s usage as «n 
influence, but I think it is rather the scholar’s 

; psychic affinity with'his period of study that is 
at the basis of Tolkien‘a sympathy with the form. 
Second, it jaist be stressed that for ell its com
plexity, the, interlace is nevertheless s very natu- 
r®x literary form: a direct reflection of the way 
life is lived. Its rediscovery, then, is not mere 
antiquarianiam.

Tolkien’s Middle-earth fa a vast land, measur
ing some 1300 miles from east to west (i. e., from 
the Gulf of Une to the Iron Hills), and 1200 miles 
from north to south (i. e., from the Bay of Forochel 
to the mouth.of the River Anduin);18 and its river- 
valleys, plains’, forests and mountains are peopled 
with several rational species, each with its own his
tory, There are kingdoms of Men; forest realms of 
«.all, regal Elves; cavern homes of short, stout Dwarf 
miners, smiths, and craftsmen. There is- Tolkien’s 
own new species of Little People, the hole-dwelling, 
four-foot-tall Hobbits living a bucolic idyll in their 
remote Shire (it is seeing the other marvels through 
their steady, common-sensical point of view that they 
are made more recdily acceptable to us). There are 
Ents, giant tree-like beings ’’shepherding” their 
living trees. There are the mysterious Wizards, 
the shape-shifting Beorn, that Pan-like natural power, 
Tom Bombadil, and rational beasts and birds; not to
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mention ths evil Ores, Trolls, Wolves, and Balrogs. 
Yet no individual and no specie# ever seems to ex
ist merely for tne sake if the plot, ilach has a 
long personal and racial history, the events of 
which are continually becoming entangled with the 
histories of other peoples, go that they support 
cne another in th®t lifelike complexity that the 
interlace can give, as Lewis has shown ua in the 
c«»e of Spenser's poem.

Tolkien has one rather simple atory to tell 
the quest of the hobbit, Frodo, to take’the One ’ 
Ring of Power to the place of its forging at 
Mount Orodruin, were alone it can be unmade, and 
there destroy it and so and the threat of its vir
tually absolute power and absolute corruption. But 
in such a various and teeming world aa Middle-earth 
this necessarily becomes interwoven into the pattern 
of the lives and fates of other persons and peoples. 
The Quest these is primary, but another major theme 
is the War against Sauron, who seeks to dominate 
Middle-earth and would be victorious if he could re
cover the One Ring that he lost in an ancient war. 
All peoples are drawn into the struggle, on one aide 
or the other. Tolkien's main story thus involves 

oeher stories, all more or less independent yet 
linked at many points, and occurring simultaneously. 
I think Tolkien re-invented the interlace to sccora- 
modate the nature of his material, but whether this 
a8 true or whether he did deliberately borrow the 
form from thirteenth-century romance, it was exactly 
what he needed.

™1X SX SiSSLSL sometimes loosely re
ferred to as a trilogy, but the term may be misleading, 
since it can be used of three books that, however re- * 
lated, are independent literary units; it 15 properly 
a single novel or romance that happens to be published 
in three volumes. Each volume is divided into two 
Books, and it is these units that are of significance 
in examining the architectonics of the work. As 
Thomson notes, Tolkien permits himself a certain neat
ness ox plot at beginning end end, reserving |he moat 
complex interweaving for the central portion.1” Book I 
builds up the main theme: Frodo, together with his 
hobbit friends. Merry, Pippin, and Sam, leaves the
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peaceful Shi re''oh the first stages either Quest. 
They ste thus caught up in the turbulent events 

‘of the world beypnd their borders, end through 
' many dangers they bear the Ring to Rivendell where 
plans will be made for its destruction'. In Book

*' II. the Quest theme ,is continued, enriched with 
Jj»’oh rbtfosp^Ctive material concerning'1 the history 
bf the King (its power, its loss, its finding by 
Bilbo), and a Fellowship 1# formed to"carry out 
the Quest to unmake the Ring. But this Fellowship 
is fragmented at'the end of Book tl. Frodo leaves, 
accompanied by hie inseparable Servant, Sam, and 
'pursued by Gollum;'Book' 1V and the early'part of 
Book Vfrecbunt their adventures', hs they creep pa
thetically across the desolation of Mordor on their 
crucial mission. Kdanwhlle all the rest bf the 
world clashes in a War that Mil be decided by the 
success or failure of the Quest.Hie other members 
of the"Fellowship become entangled in"the wars of 
Rohan and Gondor and"ere parted ?nd reunited many 
times in Bddka III ^nd V. Indeed, iiB Arsgorn is a 
mighty warrior much of the fighting’devolves upon 
hitn. and he mdyes ebout to be present ih virtually 
every major battle. And Gandalf:(tike Odin, s sol
itary. wanderer who rides through many lands with an 
observant eye; like Metllh, the wise counsellor of 
kings in time of crisis) naturally becomes the chief 
stratOgi&t of the War. The themes ore resolved in th® 
latter part of Book VT, as the friends come together 
again before each turning to set his home in order.

How the stories are interwoven may be demonstra
ted by two episodes that I am sure remain with every 
reader: the meeting with the Ent&; end the encounter 
with Shelob. ' ■

As actors in the narrative, ths Ents serve to 
overthrow the wizard Saruman, a traitor who has set 
up a citadel modelled on that of Sauron and who de
sires the Ring for himself. They thus relieve the 
men of Rohan of a powerful foe and enable them to 
help the men of Gondor in the War with Sauron. But 
the Ents march against Saruman in the first place, 
not merely because of his hostile actions against 
them, but because they have learned his intentions
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from the hobbits, pippin and Marry. The hobbits would nev
er have met Treebeard and the Rats i x they ha 3 no- been cap 
tured by Oree and brought to the erea of Fangom Forest.
The Orcs, however, bed intended to bring them to Saruman; 
but it was not only Saruman's Ores who were involve© in the 
attack on the Fellowship, but also another band whs wanted 
to avenge the death of on® of their chief^ai is in >u? run- 
ning battle as the Company passed through their tanltc».;y 
in Moria. The Fellowship we. going through Moria ^mse... 
and so the chain of events -e traced as far back in the 
history of the Ring as the reader pleases. There 13 a com
plex of all kinds of themes. *et the Ents are hardly crea
tures who wait in the wings be called on to attack Saru
man; I a® sure I as like most readers in finding the!-. his
tory one of Tolkien's most memorable and powerful mythic crea
tions. Rather it is es Treebesrd tells the hobbits: "I go 
my own way; but your way ?ssy go along with mine for a while. 
These tree-herds have their story, but it becomes y 
involved with the War and the Quest; they could not easily 
he removed from the narrative without destroying the iSbric.

The Shelob story is similarly interwoven with other 
themes. Frodo and Sets come to her Lair at ali only because 
it ia one entrance to Sauron's stronghold of Mordor, and 
they are guided there by Golxum. This fascinating, black, 
hissing creature is a distant hobbit-relative, who, desir
ing the Ring, hss dogged the Fellowship since his path 
crossed theirs in Moria, and he has followed Frodo and Sam 
since they parted from the Company. He knows that the gi
ant spider, Shelob, has dwelled in the mountains for ages 
before Sauron came and is unconcerned with the Ring, and 
he hopes to recover it once she hss fed on tne hobbits. 
But other themes are involved. the flashing star-gi.ae.-j 
with which the hobbits drive away Shelob is related to the 
archetypal images of light end darkness which constantly 
recur in this romance, and the phial of light itself is a 
gift of the elf queen, Galadriel, and recalls the sojourn 
of the Fellowship in L^rien. Frodo, stung by Shelob, .lies . 
as if dead (as was prophetically foreshadowed in the Mirroi 
of Galadriel): and Sam reluctantly but heroically assumes 
the Quest himself, though it is against his very nature to 
leave his master. Indeed, we can fully appreciate hrs di- 
lemms only if we realize that his inseparability from Frodo 
has been a major motif all along: he has come with him from 
the Shire, watched by him while ht» was recovering from, the 



wound inflicted by ths Ringwrei^h, followed him uninvited 
to the secret Council of Elrond, end was the only one to 
go with Frodo when he left the rest of the Fellowship. 
When Faramir awakens Frodo and leads hie to look through 
the Window on the West, Sstn, as if bound to his master, in 
goee way, instantly wakes ano follows them, His fate seems 
always to make him the companion of Frodo; and when Orca 
bear away what he thinks is hie master's corpse he puH°®» 
them, learns chat Frodo was paralysed byt not dead, rescues 
him, and is his support (and essential to him) in finishing 
theQuest. Meanwhile, Shelob has retreated to her dark 
lair snd out of the story; but what reader can forget her?

Tolkien’s narrative also has another characteristic 
of interlace: the infinite series of echoes and anticipa-, 
tions by which the work gains coherence. She readei who 
notes the grisly detail of Isildur cutting the Ring of 
Power from the hand of Sauron will have a sense of pattern 
when history repeats itself and Gollum (ironically, it is 
he who completes ths Quest) bites off the Ring-finger of .. 
Frodo and is borne into the Fire by the weight of the Ring, 
lite lost finger thus becomes a symbol of imperfection and 
evil, and makes Frodo’s decision to keep the Ring for him
self a decision to become another Sauron. Again, when 
Treebesrd asks Pippin and Merry if they have seen any of 
the Entwives in the Shire, because ’’they would like your 
country,"22 our sense of the poignancy of their negative 
response will be increased if we remember some hundreds of 
pages back to the conversation in the Green Dra^gn inn, 
where we heard that giant tree-like beings have indeed 
been seen walking in the Shire.23 Tolkien, like Msrlowe 
and Milton before him, can use proper names for their sheer 
musical beauty; but it is better yet to remember the ref
erences to such people as the mortal Beren and his love 
for the elf maiden Luthten Tinuviel (which has a parallel 
in the romance of Aragorn and Arwen), and to such as Gil- 
galad the Elven king, Celebritnbor, Earindil the mariner 
(especially his star, which now and then shines hope into 
the enemies of Sauron, as when Sam looks on ft from Cirith 
Ungol), the dwarf-lord Durin, and others, or to such places 
as Numenor, Nargothrond, or Gondolin, in order to gain a 
sense of the legendary past of this world of Middle-earth. 
Anyone who chooses to keep in mind the various prophecies 
made from time to time will find that they are invariably 
validated, sooner or later.
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But, as Lot said with regard to the interlace in the 
Prose Lancelot, ac here, too, any attempt to enumerate the 
interwoven threads of the narrative will end by giving a 
resume of the entire book. In the interlace pattern, any 
one section of the work implies other sections both ear- 
Her end later. Let ©e examine one section in this manner 
-and leave those interested to apply the technique them
selves in reading the novel.

Early in Book I, th® four hobbits spend the night 
In the house of Tom Bombaall, the master of wood and hill. 
Here, say Torn and his wife, Goldberg, ne evil Influence 
can affect them. And we are told the dreams of three of 
the hobbits.

In the dead night, Frodo lay in 8 dream without 
light. Then he saw the young moon rising; under 
its thin light there loomed before him a black 
well of rock, pierced by a dark arch like a great 
gate. It seemed to Frodo that he was lifted up, 
and passing over he saw that the rock-wall was a 
circle of hills, and that, within it was a plain, 
and in the midst of the plain stood a pinnacle 
of stone, like a vast tower but not made by hands. 
On its top stood the figure of a man. The moon 
as it rose seemed to hang for a moment above his 

.head and glistened in his white hair as the wind 
stirred it. Up from the dark plain below came 
the crying of fell voices, and the howling of 
many wolves. Suddenly a shadow, like the shape 
of great wings, passed across the moon. The 
figure lifted his arms and a light flashed from 
the staff that he wielded. A mighty eagle swept 
down and bore hi® away. The voices wailed and 
the wolves yammered. There was a noise like a 
strong wind blowing, and on it was borne the sound 
of hoofs, galloping, galloping, galloping from the 
East. ’Black Riders!” thought Frodo as he wakened, 
with the sound of the hoofs still echoing in his 
mind. He wondered if he would ever again have the 
courage to leave the safety of these stone walls. 
He lay motionless, still listening; but ail was 
now silent, and at last he turned and fell asleep 
again or wandered into some other unremembered 
dream.2A
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Fzado’s dream ase®® maatsihgleas at this point, but not 
if we read foEtheE. 'In Booh IL .at the Council of Blrondiit 
develops that he has bad a vision of Gandalf, the■wizard of 
fire and light, attracting the attention of the eagle, Gwaihir, 
in order to be rescued fro® the pinnacle of Orthaac, where 
he was being held prisoner by Ssrucaon. This had in fact 
already occurred, and chough Frodo as a or. late s the hoofbeats 
with the Black Riders, servants of Saurcn who have pursued 
the hobbits, it la more likely that they belong to Shadow- 
fax who was even then bearing Gandalf toward the Shire. 
This dream will often recur to torment Frodo during his.last u 
days in Bbbbiton; but: It la wound into the narrative more 
tightly even than this. Frodo has found in the house of 
Bombadil another idyllic retreat and one which seems more :'.. 
likely to remain permanently safe than the Shire; when he 
does have the courage to continue the Quest, then, the 
theme of personal responsibility is heightened by this 
repeated decision to carry out his original intention. Also, 
the dream gives us our first sight of Saruman’s hill-walled 
citadel, a redoubtable piece we will be seeing plenty of later; 
and the image will remain in our minds when ve'leatc of the 
mountsiti-'wslled citadel of Mordor' of which Saruman’s power
ful stronghold is only a leaser copy. It becomes an image 
of the might of evil, and work* its effect on the imegination 
of every reader: this dark, atone-barriered place from which 
an evil power can issue and in which it seems unassailable 
disheartens tbs characters in the book, and the image sim
ilarly affects ths reader. Moreover, Frodo'’a dream also 
marks the first appearance in Lord of,the Rings of the eagle 
motif, and this is resumed later., Several times at the end 
of the first volume end the beginning of the second, Legolas, 
Gimli, and Arfigom spot a distant shape in the sky, and 
wonder what it is end what is it® errand, whether it is a 
spy of Sauron’s or not. Finally, when they are reunited 
with Gandalf, we learn that this is Gwaihir, who had again 
rescued the wizard (this time from the peak of Mount Jirak- 
xlgll where he lay after his fateful encounter with the 
Bslrog of Moria) and borne him to the Elves in Lotion. It 
was by Gandalf, then, that the eagle had been sent to watch 
river and field. The eagle motif is then dropped until the 
third volume, when in the battle before Mordor at the end of 
Book V Pippin hears a cry:

’The Eagle® ere coming! The Eagles are coming!’* 
For one moment stsore Pippin's thought hovered. ‘Bilbo!* 
it said. ’But no! That came in his tale, long long 
sgc. This ie my tale, and it is ended now. Good-bye!* 
And his thought fled far away and his eyes saw no 
more.$



This at once sends us back to the parallel situation in 
^2hMl£» when Bilbo, also just before losing conscious

ness, shouted exactly this cry, signifying, the nearly"de
cisive entry of the Eagles into the Battle of Five Armies.^ 
'.r we have been sensitive to the appearances of this linage, 
in the end it will have become for us a symbol of hope .and” 
of a higher power bringing help unexpected in time of need. 
And we will be prepared when Frodo and Sam fall alone and 
gasping amid the destruction of Mordor, "3Rd down swept 
Gwihl^, and down came Lsodroval end Meneldor the swift; 
and in s dream, not knowing what fate had befallen them’ 
the wanderers were lifted up and borne far away out of 
the darkness and the fire,”2?

Now let me turn back to Pippin and Merry, whom we left 
asleep in the house of Tom Bombsdil. Their dreams will re
quire less comment:

Pippin lay dreaming pleasantly; but a change came 
over his dreams and he turned and groaned. Sud
denly he woke, or thought he had waked, and yet 
still heard in the darkness the sound that had 
disturbed his dream: ti2“XSE> ^-juesk: the noise 
wag like branches fretting in the wind, twig- 
fingers scraping wall and window: creak, creak 
creak. He wondered if there were wiH^w-tr^’ 
close to the house; and then suddenly he had a 
dreadfm feeling that he was not in an ordinary 
house at all, but inside the willow end listen™ 
ing to that horrible dry creaking voice laughing 
at him again. He sat up, and felt the soft oil- 
lows yield to his hands, and he lay down agein 
relieved. He seemed; to hear the echo of words 
in his ears: Pear nothing' Have peace until 
the morning! Heed no nightly noises!' Then be 
wenf to sleep again...

It was the sound of water that Merry heard fall
ing into his quiet sleep: water streaming down 
gently, and then spreading, spreading irresisti
bly all round the bouse into a dark shoreless 
pool. It gurgled under the walls, and was rising 
slowly but surely. ’I shal be drowned!’ he thought. 
’It will find its way in, and then I shall drown.' 
He felt that he was lying in a soft slimy bog, and
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epringing up ho set his foot on th® comer of a 
cold h«rd flagstone. Then he remembered where-h«— 
was and lay down again. He seemed to hear or re- , 
©ember hearing; ’Nothing passes doors or windows 
Save moonlight and starlight and the wind off the 
hill-top.’ A little breath of met air moved 
the curtain. He breathed deep and fell a»leep 
again.28

These nightmares of Pippin and Merry are both unlike the 
visionary dream of Frodo, but similar to each other in 
tone, end in each being soothed by the enchanted singing 
of Tom Bombadll. Tom, while as fundamentally unconcerned 
with the doings of others as any other force of nature, 
(”TOtn has his house to mind and Goldberry is waiting/' is 
his refrain), nevertheless is fundamentally benevolent to 
those who do cross his path, like the nature of the paradisal 
state of which he is a survival. The two dreams are differ
ent in their focus. Pippin’s looking backward and Merry1a 
forward. Pippin recall® their plight when they had been 
seised by the ancient, evil Willow, from which Bombsdil had 
rescued them. And the careful reader will recall Merry's 
dream a few chapters later, when it is repeated while he 
lays on the ground in a faint, overcome by the evil influ
ence of a Ringwraith.--

Another effect of the medieval interlace was to show 
purpose and pattern behind the flux of events, and this 
Tolkien has emphasised by a motif of Chance, or Fate, or 
(perhaps) Providence, threaded through the work. Gandalf 
says cryptically that Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, and 
not by its Maker; and that Frodo also was meant to have it.30 
Gildor and a company of Elves frighten away a Black Rider 
who is close on the trail of the hobbits; and Gildor says 
there may be more than chance in their meeting.-1- Tom Bombadil 
was returning home from an errand of his own when he came 
upon the hobbits caught by Old Man Willow; "Just chance 
brought me then,” he says, "if chance you call it." The 
various leaders of Men, Elves end Dwarves who participate 
in the Council of Elrond all camp to Rivendell for their 
own reasons, and were not summoned by Elrond Half-Elven; 
yet he tells them that they have been called to find coun
sel for the peril of the world.33 Frodo comes to realize 
that, possessing the Ring as Bilbo’s heir, and being a 
simple hobbit without the power to make full use of the One
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Ring and so 1MS emly tWt*d aa<? iiv R
any of rhe Wise and the Greet (Gandalf, GaladrUl. and

!A1 1 * J' fOr &ia he has been ap
pointed to assume the Quest to destroy the Ring; but why 
? by whom appointed he cannot say. Gandalf hotes th«^ • 

having Merry and Pippin brought to the arts or Fsngora 
Forest where they would not otherwise have gone Saruman 
ironically prepared for his aw downfall."Th* feeling 

£h** Gollu®'e *8 ^ou»d up-with 
that of the Ring la borne out by the perplexing ending of 
-he Quest, Thia is not strict determinism, for everyone 

has for his actions; but^ •'
iaUrUc* literati

Coherence among « teeming variety of interweaving -m 

7*°^°* aR imagined world gaining e life- 
depth and solidity by their mutual interaction; s-h® 

of recurring themes or motifs; the appearance of 
a pattern behind tne flux of events--one other thing Tol- 

in^rIac«: of what
might be called openendednesa, where it seems that the 
i 7 T-’7 hss an exI»tence outside the confines of ' 
-aeboaK so that the reader has the impression that the 
author might have begun earlier or ended later if he 
chose. Since Tolkien‘3 romance is a section only (however

°f> 8 V88^ solved for his own satisfaction
-t is such an effect that he wants. Throughout Wd work
there are eferences to the earlier

reader
. , , , , — ---------* history of Middle-earthabou- which we learn more in the appendices; and the curious 

C’$ e" can also find in the appendices a good deal of infor- 
matwn snout what happened to the principal characters after 
the point where the romance ends; while there are also num
erous recollections of persons and events in the earlier 

asig effect of openendedness has been 
wexl described in ths conversation of Sam and Frodo rest
ing on the Stairs of Cirith Ungol an they c«Sa the moun- 
tains into Mordor:

Beren now, he never thought he was going to get 
that. Silmaril from the Iron Crown in Thangorodrim 
and yet he did, and that was a worse place and a 
blacker danger than ours. But that’s'a long tale, 
of course, and goes on past the happiness and into 
grief and beyond it- and the Siimaril went on and
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springing up ha 8®t his foot on the corner ©f a 
cold hard flageton®. Then he remembered wkere-ha— - 
was and lay down again. He seemed to hear or re- , 
©ember hearing: "Nothing passes doors or windows 
t*ve moonlight and starlight ®nd the wind Off the 
hill-top.' A little breath of sweet air moved 
the curtain. He breathed deep and fell asleep 
again .28

These nightmares of Pippin and Merry are both unlike the 
visionary dream of Frodo, but similar to each other in 
tone, and in each being soothed by the enchanted singing 
of Tom Bombadil. Tom, while ®s fundsmentelly unconcerned 
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ent in their focus. Pippin’s looking backward and Merry's 
forward. Pippin recalls their plight when they had been 
seised by the ancient, evil Willow, from which Bombsdll had 
rescued them. And the careful reader will recall Merry’s 
dream a few chapters later, when it is repeated while he 
lays on the ground in a faint, overcome by the evil influ
ence of & Ringwraith.29

Another effect of the medieval interlace was to show 
purpose and pattern behind the flux of events, and this 
Tolkien has emphasized by & motif of Chance, or Fate, or 
(perhaps) Providence, threaded through ths work. Gandalf 
says cryptically that Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, and 
not by its Maker; and that Frodo also was meant to have it.-*0 
Gildor and a company of Elves frighten away a Black Rider 
who is close on the trail of the hobbits; and Gildor says 
there may be more than chance in their meeting.-'^ Tom Bombsdil 
was returning home from an errand of his own when he came 
upon the hobbits caught by Old Man Willow; "Just chance 
brought me then," he says, "if chance you call it."3 The 
various leaders of Men, Elves and Dwarves who participate 
in the Council of Elrond all came to Rivendell for their 
own reasons, and were not summoned by Elrond Half-Elven; 
yet he tells them that they have been called to find coun
sel for the peril of the world.3' Frodo comes to realize 
that, possessing the Ring as Bilbo’s heir, and being a 
simple hobbit without the power to make full use of the One
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Ring end so le8s easily tempted and corrupted h'it >ban
° Gsladriel,'and

all refuse it for tMs reason), he has been
t0 the Quest ca destroy the Ring; but ’Av

oi by whom appointed he cannot say. Gandalf notes eha^' 
by having Merry and Pippin brought to the sreZofF^m 
.«e« wiere they would not otherwise haye gone Sar^o 
ironically prepared for his owk downfall.Th/feei^.

if « bound up .
lhs Olif by the perplexing ending of

the Quest. Hits £s not strict determinism, for every^e 
seta freely end has good re^en for his actions; but'the ■ 
Sag^Ut?*"’"4'^6 interlace form is the ‘

down f e 11.

Coherence among a teeming variety of interweaving ■“ . 
of an *®sgined world gaining 4 life- 

aotldity by their mutual interaction; the 
pleasure of recurring themes or motifs; the appearance of 

pattern behind the flux of events--one other thing Tol- 
the lnt*rla«<” effect of what ’ 

mignt be called openehdednesa, where it seems that the 
^ory really has an existence outside the confines of 

'^der has th« impression that the 
author might have begun earlier or ended later if he 
chose. Since Tolkien’s romance is a section only (however 

for his own satisfaction, 
it is such an effect that he wants. Throughout work 
there are references to the earlier history of Middle-earth 
a;,ou. which we learn more in the appendices; and the curious 
. ader can also find in the appendices a good deal of infor
mation about what happened to the principal characters after 
the point where the romance ends; while there are also num
erous recollections of persons and events in the earlier 
ook, ihe ggbbit. Ibis effect of openendedness has been 

wea described in the conversation of Sam and Frodo rest- 
xng on the Stairs of Cirith Ungol as they c^ss the noun-' 
ta in s in to Mo rdo r:

Beren now, he never thought he was going to get 
that Silmaril from the Iron Crown in Thangorodrim 
and yet he did, and that was a worse place and a 
olacker danger than ours. But that’s a long tale 
of course, and goes on past the happiness and into 
grief and beyond it-and the Silmarll went on and



to^Sarendll. .And why,, air, X never thought 
of that before! We'va.got*-you've .got some of the 
light of it in that atar-glass that the Lady gave 
you J Why, to think of it, we're in the. same tale 
gtill! Don't the great tales never end? ■’.

' * ’ ’ ’ ■ • ! ■ « . • i
'80, they never end so tales/ said Frodp. ' 'But 
the .people in them come, and go when their part’s 
ended. Our part will end later—or sooner.'35

Reel life is going on indefinitely; and, sa in lord of 
there is no single protagonist but a great surnv 

individual stories that cross one another., a wqrk of lit
erature is different from actual living and must end,aom®- 
where; but all finality ia arbitrary and all resolution 
artificial.



Appendix A: The Problem of Power

Ihe temptations, effects, and opportune sja of 
constitute one of the iqajor themes 2£
Since I refer to the Ruling Slug in «n Actcmesque way «s 
being absolutely powerful and absolutely corrupter -ar 
tually so, given the conditions prevalent ir tne 5a ixn 
Age; but the Ring does not have pcwer eve: xoa j>mbadi..t 
survival of the First Age, and during the Second Age r- 
could be wrested from Sauron Its war), the quas ' 
raised whether Tolkien, then, represents power 86 
evil. I do not think he treats it so simply. de accepts 
neither the cynical notion that might makes right nor U:e 
naive notion that right makes aight. is no-respecter
of ethical distinctions mid may be wielded oy good and b^a 
alike But it is possible either co use or to souse it; 
and I think Tolkien thinks it la other easier Jo abuse 
it that indeed, it invites abuse. Because of tms ten
dency, absolute power is tnHes6ncH> ^ndeairables it cannot 
be harnessed to good purposes for very long.

Power is not a prerogative of the evil only: but only 
the evil pursue it avidly, for only they desire it for its 
own sake. Being powerful enough to interfere in the .ive 
of others presents opportunities both to help and to harm. 
Given the fallibility of human nature, it is easier to bar 
The good, therefore, accept power with caution and a keen 
sense of moral responsibility, knowing that even the best- 
intentioned may act wrongly by mis. take. tearing the 8^°“ 
gance that long exercise of power may induce. The evi:. 
however, are only interested in dominating otners.

Power is not evil in itself, or not entirely so (for 
the good, like Gandalf, need it if they are to protect what 
is good from vigorous evil); yet it does have certain cor-, 
ruptive tendencies, as the careers of Saruman and Denethor 
illustrate, each in a different wey. The wizards were sworn 
not to dominate any people by force or fear,, out Mr.
Robinson has shown how Saruman came to feel that crea.ure 
less wise and powerful than he should wait on u®-„isioi.^, 
that he could order peoples' lives much better than they 
could themselves. And his lust for domination lured hira 
at first to evil actions with an ultimate good m view and 
finally to evil simpliciter■ The case of the Steward of 
Gondor' is different: Denethor remains well-intentioned in
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spite of his arrogance. ■ Bus together pside and pwer end 
pride in power, unbalance him. For his deep-seated pride 
In the strength end grandeur of->hia country leads hi®, 
contemplating Gondor’s approaching ruin by the greater 
powet of Sauron, end faced a claimant from among his 
own allies to the long-vacant throne of Gondor, into despair 
and Insanity; and in a scene of tremendous tragic intensity 
he commits suicide. The careers of Gandalf and of Aragora’ 
represent whet Saruman ®nd Denethor, respectively should 
have been.

Tbia is as much a matter for philosophy as for lit-- 
e-rary criticism. And it is unlikely that Tolkien had a 
clear formulation of his views on power in hie mind dur
ing composition, and wrote in order to express thia. The 
“meaning" is what the intelligent reader comes to understand 
in contemplating the events described. Suffice it to say 
that Tolkien is suspicious of power (the more so the greeter 
it is), but that he accepts the necessity of at least some 
power, and shows power in all the moral ambiguity that at
tends it in reel life.

Appendix B: The White mid the Black ■<

One of the basic iassge patterns in Lord of the Rings 
concerns the distinction between light and darkn^/^hite 
and black, with a corresponding distinction between’good 
and evil. The evil Sauron is the Dark Lord in his dark 
tower; tha deviousness of Saruman is it&aged in the spectrum- 
hpe of his robe which only seems to be a straightforward 
white; Gandalf is the image of fire and light (he calls 
himself the servant of the Secret Fire; he is the guardian 
of the alven Ring of Fire; he prepares fireworks in the 
Shire, scorches Weathertop with lightning, provides fire 
on Caradhras with the remark that the action plainly in
dies tea to any observer who it is that is there, and so 
forth); the Black Riders end other evil creatures ere 
stronger by night, etc. The encounters of Gandalf with the 
BSircg and of Frodo and Sara with Shelob are major segments 
of the action which demonstrate this conflict in terms of 
personal struggle as well as itnagistically; but the pattern 
receives its clearest statement in Frodo’s first vision of 
the Golden Wood of Lothlorien (I, 453-454);
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Frodo looked and s®w, efcxlk at some distance, a 
hill of many mighty trees, or a city of green 
towers: which'it was ho could wot tell. Out of 
it, it seemed to him thst the power and light 
came that held all the land in sway. He longed 
suddenly to fly like a bird to rest in the green 
city. Then he looked eastward and saw all the 
land of lorien running few to the pale gleav 
of Anduin} the Gr^r. River. He lifted his ayes 
across the river and all the light went'out, and 
he was beck again tn the world he knew. Beyond 
the river the land appeared flat and empty, form
less and vague, until far away It rose again like a 
wall, dark and drevr. The sun that lay on Loth- 
Ibrien had no power to enlighten ■ v
that distant height.

'There lies the fastness of Southern Mirkwocd, 
said Haldir...5In this high place you may see 
the two powers that are opposed one to another; 
and ever they strive now in thought, but whereas 
the light perceives the very heart ci the dark
ness. its own secret has not been discovered. Net 
yet. '

These images can be (and have been) Interpreted from 
the point of view of their Christian theological associa
tions. But they are ancient and universal; e.g., the myth 
of Ahurs Ksada and Ahriman. Nor is this strange, since 
man’s ancestors everywhere naturally found night b time of 
death and danger, and day a time of comparative safety. 
Hie light, where one can see what is happening, naturally 
is symbolically "better" than the darkness, which is un
known. Neither is their use simplistic. Fire, for ex
ample, since it has both beneficial and destructive prop
erties, is an ambivalent image; Gandalf is associated with 
fire; but so is the Belrog. C. S. Lewis long ago pointed 
out to us that Tolkien’s characters ere not like chess bishops 
whose moves are confined to squares of one color. It is true 
that Tolkien does strip the universal conflict between good 
and evil to its simplest terms (stories of the romance genre 
typically stress actions rather than motivations) but this 
achieves a very effective starkness of presentation; and even 
so the moral complexity of his characters (usually suggested, 
rather than stated, by many deft touches, in the manner of
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an Icelandic saga) is overlooked surprisingly-often.
' 1 . .. ; • ■■■ ■■

Also, overlying the narrative is the luwg® of « shadow. 
We begin in the idyllic Shire, at the edge Of the Shadow, 
end progress through blacker and blacker dangers to the 
ultimate peril of Mordor, which lies under an actual sha
dow. The overthrow of Sauron fa imaged tn the lifting of 
the shadow. This pattern is reflected stylistically, nme- 
over, as the homely middle-class British speech of the hob
bits is gradually replaced by a heroic age sort of 
diction. Even the title of the first chapter, ”A Long- 
Expected Party,“ recalls the title of Chapter One of 
Hobbit, ”An Unexpected Party,” suggesting both relation 
end” difference; and thia we find a» the fairy tale opening 
of ’’Bilbo Baggins wea eleventy-one years old” shades into 
the epic finale. It is is^reaaive how well everything is 
related in the grand design.
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i£££££££122£l« Arthurienne N«” 18 (Paris ; ,1g Soclete
966)7 p. 168.

ioc S. Lewis. "Edmund Spenser, 1552-99" in his Studies
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15, ^dieval and Renata—nee Literwtur-? (C^^bridge, 1966),

UlSH&b P« r. ■ . ... ... ,r

19 '. i . < ' ■ -j' <• '1 t '■
^Vinaver, p. 13.

An observation' —de to an Oxford audience, to one of 
whom, Professor Vinaver, I sm indebted for thip kad^lndge.

14.. _ „ . ' '•■.■<
a® Homecoming of Baorh&t^h Beorhthelm^ Son," Ssssvs 

•nd Studiea of tne Bogliah Asa&ciation.. N. S. Vol. 6 (1953) 
pp. 1-18. Reprinted in J, R, R. Tolkien, The Tolkien Reader 
(Ballantine, 1^), pp. 3-24. — .

5Htl& 12Xl«w Vol. iy, (December, 1945), pp. 245-266 

16 . . ■ j
William Bliasett, "Despots of the Rings/' South'Atlantic 

^1£«£1X Vol. 50 (Summer, 1959), p. 449. " ... — ——-

17George h. Thomson, "Jh^ Lord of the Rings? The Novel as 
Traditional Romance,” Wisconsin Studies in Contemporary Lit- 

Vol. 8, Ho. 1 (Winter, W&7)7
article first suggested the approach of this paper to me,

^Consult W. H. Auden, "The Quest Hero," Texas Quarterly 
Vol. I,V, No. 4 (Winter, 1961). p. 87. The statistics cap be 
worked out by consulting the scale® of Tolkien's Eaps.

^Thomson, og. cit., p. 49.
20

In much of thia discussion, particularly in br$®d out
line, I era indebted to C. S. Lewis, "The Dethronement of Power M 
ZlfSS. .111®. Vol. 36 (22 October 1955), pp. 1373-1374.

£ 1
J. R. U. Mklen, fte Lord of the Rings (Ballantine' 1965). 

In three volumes. Vol. I: The Fellowship of the Ring. Vol. 
IX: Towers. Vol. Ill/lhe Return of thejgng. This
edition has been chiefly because it.contains the au
thor g additions and revisions, but partly, also, for the 
convenience of making references to the edition that hss 
(probably) the widest circulation. (The revised version 
has now been published (1967) in handsome hardbound volumes 
by Houghton Mifflin, but this edition had not appeared in 
time for me to use of it in this paper, anyway). Ci
tations will bfi given by volume and page, as here: II, 86.



22I1, 94. 1 73

24I, 177. 208.

26j. R. R. Tolkien, The gobhit (isallantine, 1965), 
pp. 270, 273.

27IH, 282. 28I, 177-178.

29I, 235-236. 3OXS 88.

3lI, 124. 32I, 175.

33I, 318. 34II, 128.

35n, 408.



THE PICNIC

A Farody o£ Tolkiw by Fa-alette Carroll

hill 
th® ' 

, Gandalf

After an hour w «, Co^ny 
called iWadw™ in th a jn®n 
dwarf language of Dane,’ that is, weary
paused. "We must stop now,” he Mid, for our we wtsp 
Col many »He® U® ah.ad of us. U w *ha11
ever find e better spot in this dreary lana.

At these ’^rds, a shudder passed through ths Colony;
-n.“w« tl- « WUJ, *«'« «. ■{ l‘d; "•“•.fk 
logins MU th. po»y. ">« K»r ‘“T* *' 
understood, „ S.« UM *. plo.lt <««. .« ”-- .
Or^lf quickly examined the content*, as the hobbit® e®»«^

hi ~t dories to mv.. H. 1..P1J
his thou«ht» »d • dreary olleneo UH o. th* COW*”?' ' 7
his uwugntB, arlva ” he said in « low voice.the wisard spoke. The hou.t -s niekles sr*
"This is much worse then anything I foresaw. _ defen„
missing." "I didn’t forget them, not me, Sir, 88
sively8 "I thought of the® all day long, ana 5. w^id® v 
without pickle# any more than without my mwter, bless me- 1 
put the® in the basket, didn't J, T“* 
nodded, as if it understood. So did 
perhaps," said Pippin. ”I've always 
of them,"

Bill,'my lad?” The poor boast 
Gandalf. "Orca took them
has rd that they were fond

Even
The

Silence fell upon th® Company. 
making s noise, as if he understood, 
basket lengthened, and nobody dated touch 
his ears, Frodo thought he could hear ah® 
his stomach getting louder and louder.... 
"This is a wicked picnic indeed, he said

Bill seemed to avoid 
great shadow of the 
anything. Straining 
Mournful growling of 

Then Gandalf rose.
sine® the pickles

not get the® while we are alive. Let us eat.

And so they set for hours, partaking of 
bologna came to paM, after lc Mny 
there was no sign of the pickles, or whet 
them. Nevertheless, their mood beceme gayer 
sang old songs and told many a story, all st 
different languages, none of which were sti i. 
Bill nodded, as if he understood.

fodd, and the first 
others. But still 
might have become of 
and gayer, and they 
the same time and in 
need at the time.





5.2

AN .x^TATEH MMI0GSIA1W 01? TOLXIgs CRITICISM 

h.«piUi by Richard Wat ;

mm

X have been 
three years. it

engaged t
began as a 

of critical articles e:.d be

this project^ off and on, for some 
list, compiled for ®y information

~~-"F -

Chat the literature on t-nlV^n\ . ? h ®ain Ke*!Son is

w^«t7ir * K
^1.“ !?T £:
that appear subseouent tn rhe ly x bsv® missed or
can be added. Hence I tbis bibii^«Phy
additions and 
usefulness as

Hence I not onXy invite but urgr^X TZiy 
‘° t° lo«.a5e iS ’

Momovez,

the most part I haw fl article? I have round. For
appears in an article (Bo^ha^th ' — * ters® description of what 
whether or not is likely to C 9Judsa£ form an idea of 
line of investigation^ kX 5° bim ic hle P^tlcular
of the value of an article erw” tlmes wben my Jwn estimation 
nowhere tried to reSt th! " P* " I have
That is not a bibliographer'5critics, however , 
that has been written on Tolkien (at this Vr 1 Ti<h
surprising that much of it i ^lJ.8 U
forth my own views Lb rot- Ha™ r^nifc8-^ the pU’-e tor setting 
things you will find in any paXul^Tticle^but
of my own or in a discussion. ' rtL'i6j Ul ln so®e article



One of the main reasons I have been at this work so long Is 
the time-consuming process of locating si I the article*and I 
am sorry to say that there are r>tfll a few whl-..h I have not yet 
been able to read. But thers are more theo a hundred items listed 
and you will find annotations for nearly every one, so ihat the 
work seems complete enough to be printed with some ut *f ultess.
I have tried to be thorough. I hive noi m-i.Jfe’gny
attempt to he rigidly selective, but have included everything 
I could find, virtually: even items such bs El which are of 
little critical value hut. have some Tolkinisr interest.
major sources of information have been those of the general 
bibliographies that I could lay hands on; Annual Bibliography
21 la&llSl aM LiUrature,_Book Xpd^x, -^tholic
Periodical Index, Education Ind-vx. Re's Guide to Periodical 
LiteraUtsee, Socisl Sciences and Humanities Index (formerly rhe 
International Index), the annual EHLA bibliography. I have pe- 
rused these works from ths 1920s through 1967 (or st least through 
1965), and very helpful they have been, Many items were kindly 
brought to my attention by friends, and naturally I. cane across 
some things in my own reading.

And, of course, more continues to be written. Prof. Bruce
Beatie of the University of Colorado (cf. B13) intends, circum- ♦’
stances permitting, to do a linguistic analysis of Tolkien’s 
style to show how it is made appropriate to each character.
British Prof. J. S. Ryan (see 391) is reportedly st work on a *
study of the archetypes in Tolkien. Prof. Rose Zimbardo of the 
City College of New York and Prof. Nell Isaacs of the University 
of Tennessee are editing s volume of articles on Tolkien and The 
Lord of the Rings. A Conference on C. S. Lewis and Tolkien at a<^usaipw.Mu>M wjoueecr «Mu.k«SS>m•
the annual meeting of the Modern Language Association in December, 
1966 has given rise to a projected volume of essays on "The fiction 
cf C. S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Charles Williams” under the 
editorship of Prof. Mark R. Hillcgas; and in answer to my query the 
Southern Illinois University Press was good enough to inform me that 
they expect this to be publishedleither in the fall of 1969 or the 
spring of 1970. No doubt we can hope for other works, too.

One final comment on the material covered here: I have not 
tried to list all the material on Tolkien that appeared in the 
various science fiction ’’fanzines’ (fan magazines), since these 
amateur publications are myriad, and utterly lacking as far as 
bibliographies of their contents are concerned, and I couldn't 
possibly track them all down. I have made one exception in the 
case of B20, since this essay by Mariori 2. Bradlwy is too good 



to overlook, and hopefully it will bs made available to a wider 
audience in the .SisbaHn and 'liases a^drolcgy-. to give the 
fanzines their due, it aay be leipful if I nit those of^l^lkin- • 
lan interest. 2^ Tglki^ founded by Richard D/ Plots ' •'’
and now edited by gdaund ffeskya. (Belknap College, Center forbor ' 
New Ksmpsbire 03226), Is the oxgan of ths Tolkien’Society'of 
America, idiich also publishes a-Newsletter called Ths1 Green Dra
gon. This la not, strictly speaking, a ’’science flctiCTn^nllne ” 
but, though it hao featured articles by people such’as Nt F.
Auden and Clyde 8. Kilby/ is still Usically the «®me'sort of ' 
amateur effort. ^232^ edited by Greg Shew (W'j McAllister* ■ 
San Francisco, California 94118); hag * title fot'® fan-’^
atn« devoted, to-Toltdeft^sud le’especially ■storthshll^ i'f-ybu 
ehaxe the editor’s Hagulstic ®®d musical iut&xwsts.-' X'Pslant’irj ’ 
edited by Bruce Pels (Box 1IKL 30$ flutwctt-Mtift, 
California 9H301), apeAiaiiaer' in .^tom outre:articles («. g.:/'® 
history of Middle ESrlh-^frca Saufoh’s point Of view). Hiekw, 
edited by Edmund MeSkys and talite Rolfe (1360’ RhersOG ,“55^’’ - " ' 
Alto, California 94301), is a fanzine that features much Tolkinlan 
material in every issue-; including a glossary of:-Middle Earth ■■ 
terms now in progress. These ®re all published on irregular ■ 
schedules and are only available from their respective editors.

■ : 1 . *' rir • ? r; . i ■ , e

Something must be said shout the fdrmat of this' bibliography. ''• 
I thought it wise to provide a checklist of TolkieN'c own writings 
and Section A fulfills this purpose.1 I have ay doubts as to how 
complete this is, but since Tolkien is reputedly a perfectionist : 
who has not published very much, ft may well be cdspUu. I'have 
not tried to list ell printings of his individual works. Section B 
is the main. part. Were every article on Tolkisit I could find is 
listed alphabetically by author (or by title'if'no author iden- 
titled) «Kd briefly annotated; if a has -written'more than one 
article these are-'arranged Chronologically under his name. I have 
marked with an asterisk (*) those articles I consider particularly 
vsAuable or that ought fc© be read for'some realm;' but it should " 
go without saying that this does not mean thst 1' Sgree with avery-'- 
thing said in such critiques, nor that any item.-not so marked nec» 
easeriiy is not worth reading. Section C’Lists reviews of Individ- 
us. books by Tolkien; and, since any articles that were both anon
ymous and untitled were invariably in this category, it also serves 
to list & few items, with accompanying glosses, that could not be 
got into Section B. Section D is an Index of all titles of the 
articles cited with reference back to Section B, so that items can 
be located in this way. Please note that the numbers assigned to 
Individual articles have nothing fixgd or sacred about them, but 
serve Only as tsgs for convenience of reference.



Bibliographies are always incomplete, because somehow or 
other there are usually obscure items that get overlooked; and 
bibliographies are always quietly outdated, because people go 
on blithely writing books and articles which appear too late 
to be included. This one is no exception, and no doubt I shall 
hear from people who know it is difficult, but even so they 
wonder how Mr. West could possibly have missed such and such. 
I have been aS thorough and as careful as I know how, and I 
can only say that any osissionu me inadvertently made, and, 
following F. W. Bateson in similar circumstances, that they 
will all be penitently corrected In ray second edition.

t o w » MJ n «
February, 196S

List of Abbreviations

ATB
A&I 
Cf.
CSL
CW
FGH
FR 
GGK
H
HB 
JRRT 
LOIR 
OFS 
RK 
SWM 
T&L 
rr

Ad ven turgs of Tom Bomba dH
"The Lay of Aotrou and Itroun"
Compare
C. S. Lewis
Cheries William
Farmer Giles of Ham nan—ri—a—m ■ — —i ** :^nr*
Fellowship of the Ring
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Th® Hobbit
"The Homecoming of Beorhtnoth Beorhthelra’s Son"
J. R. R. Tolkien
Lord of the Rings »i»*®«e —.mu* in—n w*a>v RW«un»li?'iS»‘u
"On Fairy-Stories"
Return of the King
Smith of Wootton Major —muo «——>—*>— n*iUiu^x*m—
Tree and Leaf • anuoM—euww ■ 
Two Towers



SECTION A: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TOLKIEN’S WRITINGS.

Th« arrangement of titles is chtbnologlcal. I have 
provided brief descriptive* snhotstlom for those works which 
ar® probably not widely known, on the chance that those who 
are not familiar with them might find this helpful. In the 
case of the major works, of course, »uch comment would be 
superfluous. . ■’

Al A Middle' Eng Hat* Vocabulary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
T922. Thia was ®eant to be used with Fourteenth. Cen^ 
tury Verse and Prose, ed. Kenneth Sisam (Oxford: Claren- 
da® Press, 1921), and appears as the Glossary in later 
editions of this anthology of medieval texts.

Sir G^x«in ^e Green Knight. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1925" I960. With E. V. Gordon as co-editor. Now^re
printed with revision by Norman Davis (Oxford, 1967), 
this is still the standard edition of this 14th century
English romance.

"Ancrene Wiese and Bali Meidhed." Studies —
the English Vol. XIV* 14 (1929), pp. 104-
126, Philological essay on two medieval religious works.

A4 "Sixelwara Land." Split into two parts.' Part'I in Medium 
Aevum, Vol I, No. 3 (December, 1932), pp. 183-196. Part 
II*"in Medium Aevum, Vol. Ill, -No. 2 (June, x934), -pp. 95- 
111. Old English philological study.

"Chaucer as Philologist: The’ Reeve’s Tale." J^snsactions 
of the ?h\l£lg^al Society, (1334), pp. 1-70. Reed at 
a""mee ting of the Society in Oxford on Saturday, 16 May, 
1931. Discusses Chaucer's conscious use of a northern 
dialect of Middle English in one of his tales, with ex
amples .

"Beowulf: The Monsters and the Critics." Proceedings of 
the British Academy, Vol. XXH-HI2 (1936), pp. 245-295. 
The Sir Israel Gollancz Memorial Lecture, November 25, 1936. 
Reprinted (and most easily accessible) in An Anthology of 
Beowulf Criticism, ed. Lewis E. Nicholson (Notre Dame: Uni-

Press, 1963), pp. 51-103. A valuable 
and influential study, finding a symbolic unity in the poem, 
expressed in the rise of the young Beowulf and the fall of
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the old king. For oppocfrig views. see especially:
T. M. Gmg, "Approaches Bdogulf/’ Review of SligliS 
Stadias, New Series Vol; III ff$55)s PP* 1-12; rnd 
J. C. Van Maura, "Becwl; wd Literary Criticism," 
Neophilologuss Vol. XXXI^-SS (1355>, pp. 1 14-130.

A7 The Hobbit*, or Tner% and hick Again. Loudon: G» Allen 
Unwin, 1937, 1951; Los ton; Hough tor: Mifflin Co., 

1938, 1958; New York: 3»11ratine; 1965.

A8 ’’Leaf by Niggle.” Dublin asyi_gy, Vol. CCXVI“216 
(January, 1945), pp. 46-61. Reprinted in A18, A19.

A9 ”Thg Lay of Aotrou end Itroun.” Welsh. Review, Vol. IV, 
, No. 4 (December, 1945), pp. 254-266t A modern English 

poem in the manner of a Breton lay. This long narrative 
poem about love and the supernatural is quite a good cue, 
but it has never been reprinted anywhere, to my knowledge, 
and is regrettably little known. For criticism see B62.

A10 ’’On Fairy-Stories.” Essavs Presented to Charles Williams, 
ed. C. S. Lewis. London; Oxford University Press, 1947, 
pp. 38-89; Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1966, pp. 38*89. The essay was re
printed -with revisions in A18, and the revised essay re
printed in Al?« >. ■ , . ,,

All Farmer Giles of %a. London: Gf Allen and Unwin, 1949; 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1950. Reprinted in A19.

A12 ’’Preface" to Beowulf and the.Finnesburg Fragment; A Trans- 
lation into Modern English Frose, by John R. Clark Hall. 
London: G. Allen and Unwin, 1950. pp. ix-xliii. Deals 
with the Anglo-Saxon alliterative aetex (^Isc used by 
Tolkien for many of his own poetas).

A13 "The Homecoming of Beorhpoth Beorhthelm's Son." Essays 
and Studies of the English Association, New Series Vol. 
6 (1953), pp. 1-18. Reprinted in A19.

The Fellowship of the Ring; being the first part of the 
tord of the Rings. London: G. Allen and Unwin, 1954; Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955? (undated), 1967 (2nd 
edition); New York: Ace, 1965; New York: Ballantine, 1965 
(the revised edition).

A14a ^ie Two Towers; being the second part of The Lord of the 
Rings. London; G. Allen and Unwin, 1955; Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1956, 1967 (2nd edition); New York: Ace,



Al 4b

A15

A16

Al 7

A18

AIS

1965i. New York; ^U«ntiner 1965 (revised edition's

MES.’ ^§2^*8- third part of lilt1 
A2U the &isa3n London: g. AlienT"um^n ‘”195^

WM.

"«•*. « ‘«TO-
L 4 -’^er. English Text Society

” Orfw* I’nivowiL 
" th* ~a^v.l tel< for ta?

G- Allen and£ M9. ’ l'”: to,Shte"’ l982- Elated

”?"8U.h .nd with." introductory lecture r™ 1 m 
of Angies end Brltcm* a>tia i •; • ec-ur® (PP- I-*!)0 Bonnell Lectures Vol T 

jniverEity Of vales Press iqaj.tiout: Ferry, Lawrence Tnc ’ ^3tic’ Conaec-
a bit of autoMo&T * * -•» -^63. The essay contains

it or eutoMogxaphical reminiscence and a t. 
interesting footnote on the relation of’n>tT’» » . e* but 
interests to his invented languages. lin8uistic

!

-—»££- London; G. Allen and Unwin 1964* ca.-
Houghtfin Mifflin, 1365. Reprints A8 ’ on:of All; the rtoli wrt i. tipiinLd i‘ W. V‘',lOn

M^i» XIl8M- 0”u«" 
introduction ’ ’ 11 ™d *W‘ uleh 812 ••

A20

A21

A22

"Tolkien on Tolkien.” Dlnlomat in « • ,
1960'S n. 39 "u L'’ k°« 127 (OctoberPOMlbly . „0 b2 T°l!'l«> on hit U. ’

■ fint of tne statement written bv JRRT fnvI>1« publisher, .cd quoted frM X Le M8.

Sasa Ssls (Boston: Houghton Miff. 
tlc^Urly lnt«e“lS “L? by ««“• P«-
llter.l p„„n.- . 8, Tolkien c discussion of Elvlc th
die Earth rellglo”"8 ’’d S0“! new ci>™MCS on'ntd-

Issued'.’t tb^.S "t0'"'4’ "C1231.

Vid singing the po«. to the .“."w" .”d
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on the other jiMT rezds his Owe poetry. Sou.e reflections 
on th® poetry by Aud<-n are printed on the back of the 
jacket; an illustration by Pauline Baynes is on the front.

Smith of Wootton Map— Boston: aoughtd Mifflin, 1967. 
Also published in ^*b<*gk, Vol. 130, Mo. 2 <December, 
1967), pp. 58-61, IOC 103-107 (also see the editorial 
ohp. 6 discussing the issue's contents). The hard
bound volume is illustrated by Pauline Baynes, the msg- 
ssine version by Mil on Glaser. This charming story 
existed in manuscript for many years before JRRT was 
persuaded to publish it.

A24? JRRT has reputedly finished a translation of GCK Wd 
The Pearl (two Middle English poems often thought to 
be the work of the «« author), and this should be 
published in the near future.

A?? Poreword by Tolkien ro Haigh, Dialect of Huddersfield 
District. There is a reference to it in The Pesrla ed. 
E. V. Gordon (Oxford, 1953), f sc" tke book
probably appeared before Prof. Gordon’s deeth in 1938, 
but I have been unable to locate it or find more infor
mation on it.



SEpTIOS Bi. CRITICAL ARTICLES ON TOLKIEN
' ■ - ■ , ; , ' ’ . ‘ . • f ’

Bl . "AeA hooks reaches agreement w£th Tolkien/' ^U*h,e?' 3 
Weekly, Vol. 189 (March 14, 1966), pp. 37-38. Cf the 
reply by. Rayner L^in, ibid.. Vol. 189 (May 9, 1966), >
p. 3U, "It is noteworthy, that the net result of thia af
fair has bee- tc ‘■'■‘wrazl an author of £e ’lus for six months 
from all r-Mt'' r wovk." , But .Ac” c. i .pay JrRT $9000 in 
back mytHies.

32 Adama, Clara. Review of FGK. L)L\5"X ’ Vo^- 75»
No. 21 (hecbuber t, 1950), p. 2^84. Brief paragraph.
In "this 11 -tic tale of cbivalric days...the .author’s scholar- 
.ship 15 evident--slb£ 11 tnwbttwelve-rend .his ri cry telling 
gently humorous,” • •

33 Mother Anthony, Review of J&L-- Best 24
(March 15, 1965), p. 488.

*34 Auden, V. H. "Hie Perp Is a Hobbit," Mew Yo^« Times Rook 
Review (Or'obev 31, 1954), p. 37^. Rovigw oi ?R, praising 
it ss a various, exciting, and realistic (not literalistic) 
Quest adventure, "reminiscent of the Icelandic es^as "

*35 _ _• "A World, Imaginary, but Real," Encounter, Vol.
Ill (November, 1954), pp. 59-62. Review of FR Discusses 
JRRT's characterisation ("Mr. Tolkien msnages very clever
ly to give his types an uncommon depth end solidity by pro
viding each cf them with s pest which is more that of the 
group to which he belongs than a personal one; what Arsgorn, 
for ins tenet, talks about is the history of the Rangers, not 
of himself"), the linguistic invention, and the danger of 
drawing contemporary historical parallels.

*86 __ . "At the End of the Quest, Victory," New York 
Tiiaes Book Key) ew (January 22, 1956), p. 5. Review of RK ■ 
"If,~as "l believe, Mr. Tolkien has succeeded more completely 
than any previous writer in this genre in using the trad
itional properties of the Quest, the heroic journey, the 
Numinous Object, the conflict between Good end Evil while 
sr the same time satisfying our sense of historical and 
social reality, it should be possible to show how he has 
succeeded." Argues that JRRT has created a vastly detailed 
world which is different from ours but which never violates 
our sense or the credible. Sees the victory of Good over 
Evil as deepened artistically by an awareness of the moral
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neutrality of physical‘and mental power: Evil has every 
advantage except.that it la inferior In imagination, and 
Sauron cannot conceive that his enemies would try U des
troy the Ring rather than use it themeelves.

.. ■ . 1 V J '

*$7 ’ —___u’the Quest Hero,” Texas .Quarterly, Vol. IV
No. 4 (Winter, 1961), pp. 81-93. “e'ssay erf the charac
teristics of the traditions! Quest story, with discus- 
si n of 1OTR as illustration. Expands some ideas touched 

■ on in 3M, 5, 6. , ' . , _
• ■ ; ' ' '' .

38 ■ Bailey, Anthony. ’’Power in th® Third Age of the Middle
Barth/’ Cotsmonwali Vol. 64 (May 11, 2956), p. 154. LOTS 
review.. Feels it la "not » great epic,.though it does 
have sense epic qua I it lea;, s certain imaginative stature, 
considerable creative eloquence.” But dislikes its lack 
of snore 1 and psychological' complexity. r.. ..

89 Barber, Dorothy Elisabeth Klein. ’’The'Structure of The 
1&I2. 21 Unpublished doctoral dissertation.
University of Michigan, 1965. Discusae* building with 
worde a secondary world,with the innef consistency of 
reality. ■ Mssgrtetipn Aba tree ts.-Vol. XXVIX*27 (1966) 
p. 47DA,

• ■ ■ • • ? ?

*81° -__ ;..... - Meaning of The lord ’of the RingsMen
tis O*« »72), pp. 38-50.- Arguee that’ JRHTj’has incor
porated metaphysics! Christian qualities into the physical 
nature of Middle-earth and into the physical and mental 
qualities of its peoples” (p. 38). Sees all objects in the 
Tolkien world as possessing intelligence and free will, sc 
thst, for example, the Ring chooses to bear Gollum into the 
Fire rather than remain with a creature it hates. •■Also con
tains fascinating speculation about the world.of 3 green sun.

*^TF (personal opinion); I feel Mrs. Barber over-stressed 
the Christies Moment in JRRT, but she gives pern ps the 
best and most thorough presentation of this appro*ch.

Sil Bsrr, Donald. ” hadowy World of Men and Hobbits, New York 
Ti3£« ^k Review (May 1, 1955), p. 4. TT review. "It is 
an extraordinary work--pure excltfnent, unencumbe ed narrative, 
moral warmth, bare-faced rejoicing in beauty, but excitement 
moat of all; yet a serious and scrupulous fiction, nothing 
cozy, no little visits to one's childhood the author has 
had intimate access to en epic tradition stretching hack and 
back and disappearing in the mists of Germanic history, so 
that his story has a kind of echoing depth behind ’t. where
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in -w® hear Srasri Sturluson ao4 Bawulf, the '»-sg»s end the 
Ntbolua>«&H£d, -but civilised by the geaUar .genius of 
Modem SaglsM/5 • r. . ■■-'•:

512 Beagle, Peter-S. “Tolkien’s Magic Ring/’ Holiday Vol. 39, 
HO. 6 (June, 1966) , pp. 12S, .130, 133-134. Reprinted in 
A19^ pp. ix-xvi. A fairly charming appreciation'»t JRRT’s 

.work. . ' •■ r - • . . >

*513 Beatie, Bruce A. “Folk Tele, Fiction,end Sags in J. R. R. 
Tolki; : a The Lord of t^e Hinge/’ Mankato (see 372), pp. 
1-17. Xr..ciory speech st the 1966 J3RT Symposium.
Interpr-’'LOIR in relation to the characteristic compo
nent* traditional opio as'described by Kbys Carpenter. 
Cood rurvay af:che differing critical opinion* about JRRT.

' ? n<
514 "Before Ring Arthur" by “M. B» KJ’ Chicago Sunday Trib

une (Nwoeh«r 12. 1950), p. 17. Two brief paragraphs 
describing plot of FGH. ■ ' • .-t

*• ' ' 1 ’ _ • _ "J*
B15 Blaenieks, Dcinia. "Reading sad Misreading Tolkien/’ 

Mank"*n (^?e B72), pp. 9d«100. Fears the "crax®'’ keeps 
many Jowioious people from ever reading JRRT.

516 Blackmon, Kathryn. "The Development of Runic and Fea- 
norian Alphabet* for the Transliteration of English/" 
Hsnkato (see B72), pp. 76-83. To make the Tolkinian al
phabets « workable mode of expression for English, she 
finds it necessary to add a few new characters and re
assign the values of others.

Bl 7 _ . "Translations from the Elvish/’ Mankato - (see B72)
pp. 95-97. A translation of ”A Elbereth Gilthoniel” baaed 
on. evidence scattered through LOTS. Cf. A2L.

B18 Blair, H A. "Myth or Legend/' Church garterly Review (British) 
Vol. 156 (January-March, 1955), pp. 121-122. Pious but in
teresting review of FR. "This is a religious book, pre- 
Christian, its theology that of the ZendaveSts at ire beat: 
It is the original dualism of Barathvatra, 4n which the only 
true reality is in goodness and light. But there are Christian 
echoes and emphases: baptism. .. eelf-cowii tment... exodus . . pars 
dise...absolution” (p. 122, references to text cited). Cf. 
Mrs. Barber (B9, 10), and Mr. Wilson (B114)
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Bl 9

*B20

BHsseet, WUUak 
tic Quarterlv. Vol v4 9 \hjwaa.wtri * ) . DD A4S * L
ttarxc lots • heroic raaonce, "^erheos rhe lut lilmn 

of th.jaM^^..\w5,- "to'Wole- 
th.t th. ectioo 1. ao'.«pUlt'

Aw«rt.nc. to the .etot ei, , . J™01*1
■Vtto^raT “ W *’ “"’Vy iepeodent

.he her^ . virtue—. virtue n8rrlv
through, . ah..egB.ion end wdurw,^ iR ^ce pf adv£gi

discovers a of
In this world a 

..m Ot WOnder" (451). Also draws a parallel with 
Wagner’s Rin^ cycles 1 ~X“1

“' ’ ■ "‘ ■'0" r ■ . 1 .

pespots of fthe South. AtUn-
58 (Sumer, 1959), pp. 448-^."~~-~”

-UHen' Hero.Wor-
^Px. gs«£«8 #16 (June,. 1966),. PP.. 25.44; repri-.ted
CT ” ^9 Mi9cL»tL^ ^Ut
. V1 I hope to prove, first, that The Lord of the Rings 

in structure, thesis, ej,d
5rT ^Wfltely motivated; and f ?COnd that

•*-. - -■• *7 »as .j. valid, basically self-consistent theme
-r- prcgresslve .development in character and style docu- 
menting a universal experience illusEinated by fantasy the 
end of the Heroic Age in the individual ' ' ‘
-Earth" (28).Middle as well ss in

B2 1 Brett, Cy ri 
22 (October 
scholarship

Vol.
* . » ?P« j-1 j8. Gies *negsf com Lseness

Susaeara «y* the marks of this edition."
Suggests Improvements for any second edi ;ion.

yinetsj. "j.r.r. Tolki^," ^a >n Ubrary Bulletin
Vol. (June 19571 n ...- U J i P- /b». Biographical sxetch For
....e. such information .see especially Be; also 333 s?q ,

B23 Crist, Judith, '"why 'Frodo Lives*," Udi 
Vol. 84 (February, 1967), p. 58. Ha^Tt 
tee latest fad of the nation’s teenagers 
far fro® tne hot-rod, folk-rock revolt imige or the drue- 

naations so many are seeking" -bile provtdine 
s never-never world that satisfies the 2 th-centur- mind."

es Home Journal 
■;ct hobbitry is 
since "It’s al

B24 Crouch, Marcus S
(January

Review of FGK.
1950), pp. 14-15.

Junior bookshelf Vol. 14
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825 • ’’Another Don in Wonderland,” Jun low Bookshelf
Vol.T* (March, 1950), 50^53^evTew of H.

B26 Davenport, Guy/ “'The ?er«ietence of Light," 
Review (April 20, 1965')*,' pp. 332, 334. Review T&L 
™ t. touches on H and LiOTR. Tinde that the basic per
ception of the imagination that generates all of JRRT’b 
voting it ’that the imagination is & metamorphosis of 
reality rather chan an evasion of it. To find clear 
symbols of apiritual realities, one turns where man has 
always turned, co bls myth-making mind,' where truth can 
appear in « round solidity denied it tn the confusing 
simultaneity of the mind’s relentless continuum, where 
everything is happening at once.”

827 Derrick, Christopher. ’’Talking of Dragons," ‘Tablet 
Vol. 204 (September 11, 1954), p. 250. ER review. 
Thinks it "this Tong feiry-atory-cum-religious-allegory 
by a don, sounding like the very ecstasy of boredom, 
but in fact one of the most arresting end readable scar 
les of our time.”

B28 Diplomat (magazine) Vol. 18 No. 197 (Octot-/,' ’ 
pp. 31-43, 73-74. Special section on Proieasor Tol
kien end the Hobbits.” Cover painting, "The world of 
J. R. R. Tolkien,” by Barry Geller. Features "Hbbbit- 
mania” (40 41): letters of varying quality from Howard 
Nemerov, Richard Burton, Timothy Leery, Senator William 
Proxmire, Elirabeth Janeway (on translating JRRT into 
Russian), Lynda Bird Johnson, Richard Plotzui Hathaway 
Kate Melchior, end Laurel Wenger ("age 9 V). One arti
cle, Nancy Smith ’s' "Pleasures of the Hobbit Table," (42 
3, 73-4) suggests recipes for hobbit food®. The only 
critical article is Aubrey Mcnen's "Learning to Love th 
Hobbits" (32-34, 37-38), which approves Tolkien *s wilde 
neas and waste land mo|i£s, but dislikes his Girl Scout 
fairies end poverty of imagination Also contains the 
invaluable "Tolkien on Tolkien" (see A20)

B29 Eiselry, Loren "Elvish Art of Enchantment," Horn Book 
Vol. 41 (August, 1965), pp. 364-367. Reprinted here by 
permission of the New York Hera Id Tribune, from the Chi 
dren's Spring Book Festival issue of Book Week, May 9, 
1965. Essay on T&L, finding that i.s essential message 
is "to approach with care the interpretation of a way- 
wacJ universe that despite, or because of, our learning 
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threatens to slip way without genuine comprehension, 
or-•end much.worse--t®--assume; unexpectedly the vanished 
shape of Sauron” (367). '■ 1 • ’

330 Elliott, Charles. "Can America Kick th® Hobbit? The 
Tolkien Caper," Life Vol. 62, No. 8 (February 24, 1967), 
; ■ 10. Enjoyed WTR while only a few people knew about 
it, but not now that it has become widely popular. “No 
svmbolisa, no asx, no’double meanings, no questions about 

k* goad Guys and which the 3ed, just a good 
yam on the *evel bf Tog Swift and his Electric Runabout ■ " 

• "t ,
831 ’’Elvish Mode,” ^rk^r Vai. 41 • (January • 15, 1966), pp. 

14-25. dalf'serious report on a meetings of-the Tolkien 
Society of America; a few comments on Middle-esrth cosmol
ogy and languages and a vary few voids by Auden bn "Tol
kien ea s Han.”

B32 ’’The Epic of WesterMeste," London Tl?seg Literary. SjJB21S~ 
—M (December 17, 1954), p. 817. Short TT review. Happy 
that ’’within his imagined wnild the author continually 
unveils fresh countries of the mind, convincingly imagined 
and delightful to dwell in” but disturbed because "though 
the allegory is now plainer there is still no explanation 
of wherein lie® the wickedness of Sauron." Cf. 349, B92.

333 Everett Caroline Whitman। "The Imaginative Fiction of 
J. R. R- Tolkien." Unpublished Master's thesis, Florida 
State University, 1957. Some biographical information, 
discussions of H, FGH, and LOTR, end of the application 
of Tolkien’s scholarly work to his writing. Appendix A 
prints excerpts fro® a latter written to MisscEverett by 
TRRT, and thia (with such loforaation as that after he 
finished LOTR he rewrote it backwards, and that each of 
che six Books originally had its Individual title) is 
invaluable.

S34 Everett, Dorothy. Review of JRRT's Chaucer esa®y (A5)
in The Year’s Work in English Sty<108 for 1934.

835 "Ever-Ever Lend," Atlantic Month! /, Vol. 215 (Msrch, 
1965), pp- 194-195- T&L’review. Thinks the volume 
shows both facets of "this charming author," as fan
tasist and as scholar.
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B.>6 Hugh L A. RK review. Manchester Guardian
er 4, 1955), p. 4.

J&rle. "Fantasy in and for the Sixties: The 
/•: SugHsfe Journal Vol. 55 (October,

?p. 841-844. Thinks fantasy should present aft 
l>al which could be applied to the world as It ie, and 
that in LOTR we have the "little man" (the hobbit)’con
fronted by tue two great 20th century socioeconomic 
evils: .ion’s combination of fascism with an indus
trial complex, and Saruman's totalitarian communism in 
the Shire. The solution to this chaos is an optimistic 
determinism.

333

339

*b&9

342

Floour H., c. S. B. Books Vol. 13 (February, 1955). p 
169. FH review.

Freeman, Gwendolen. Spectator (November 18, 1949), p, 
718. FGH review. Brief paragraph finding it "a satire 
on the chivslric Idea" end not a children's hook.

Edmund, “The Lord of the Hobbits< J.R. R. 
Tolkien, In Fuller, Books With Men behind l^em (New 
York: Random House, 1962), pp„ 169-195. Discussion of 
JRRT's work and theories of fantasy, finding LOTR a 
meaningful moral fable with some Christian borrowings 
and an allegorical suggestiveness which connects it 
with the present day world. See also nis chapters or. 
the Fantastic and on CSL and CW-

--------„♦ Frodo and Fantasy," Wall Street Journal
■Vol. 4b (uanuary 4, 1966), p. 14. Plug for the Ballantine 
edition. LOTR "an immense adventure story, an adult fslrv 
tale, a romance in the classical meaning of that word." 
H is ‘s children’s story--plus."

Grady. P., s. J. Best Sellers Vol. 15 (May 1, 1955). 
p. 25. IT review.

Griffin, Nancy. "The Fellowship of Hcbbito&anes," San 
brancisco Sunday Examiner and Chronicle "This World" r~ 
section, pp. 44, 51, and cover. The front cover, which 
features rhe Barbara Remington map, gives the title as 

grange * or 1 d of the Hobb its." We 1 . - resea r ch ed a r t i c 1 e 
taking the "Tolkien craze" with affection and good humor 
ace rhe looks seriously. Interesting reports on how people
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*gute themaalvas with Tolkieniah thing® (Christmas 
cards is Tsngwar, etc.), story, of the. growth of the 
’“cult," commaata of readers.on the books.

344 Halle, Louie JI "Floatiahing Orcs," Saturday Review 
{.January 15, 1955), pp. 17-18. PR review, euggeating 
tongue- in—heak that though Its value as scientific 

~ I cannot be granted, because the events of the
•F f -« Weattaerch ’’have nowhere been corrobora
te tn the chronicles of Men (let slots# Elves)1’, (17), 
yet It will survive as eminently readable literature.

B45 . "Fiatory Through the Mind’s Eye," Saturday
(Js-u»ry 28, 1955), pp. 11-12.. LOT® review, 

g>that its "meaning" io, in a word, "heroism." 
Interprets the two prime facts of Middle-earth aa pow
er and its consequence, suffering. "In the historian’s 
view, power in not a neutral element that caw be used 
for good or evil.-It is ally's evil, for it enables the 
wicked to dominate the world, er, lath® hands of the 
good, is inescapably corrupting" (12).

246 Barshaw, Ku th. "When Carnival of Books Went to Europe," 
A(maricsn) L(ibrsry) A(BSoeietlon) Bulletin Vol. 51 
(February, 1957), pp. 117-123.. Mra. Harshaw describes 
meeting the authors of European children’s books when 
aha went to Europe to tape reedings for her radio pro
gram, Carnival of Books, Two paragraphs on JRRT on p. 
120. She found she had "a language difficulty" with 
JRRT and "finally said in desperation, ’I. do appreciate 
your coming up from Oxford so that I might record you, 
Professor Tolkien, but I can't understand ® word you eay.' 
This amused him »nd he old, 'A friend of mine tells m 
that 1 talk in Shorthand and then smudge it. ”'

B47 Hayes, Noreen and Robert' Renshaw. "Of Hobbits: The Lord 
of the Fin^s," Critique Vol. IX, No. 2 (1967), pp. 58-66. 
Examination of th; pluralistic moral nature of LOTR, in 
which no-one is o< spletely good, only Sauron ifi completely 
evil, end the evi’ do not put up a solid front byt ere 
divided by their twn antagonisms.

B48 Hentoff, Net and IcWilliams, Wilson C. "Critics’ Choices 
for Cht stmaa," Cc mnonwea1 Vol. 83 (December 3, 1965). 
Hentoff on p. 284; McWilliams on p. 287. Both include
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B50

B51

B52

053

854

68

LOTR in their recotamendation®, Hentoff finding it 
sweeplngly plotted morality play. for adult#," McWilliams 
uirrug It helpful-for*"thcee citizens who would recover 
the habit of imagination, of moral clarity, snd of 
political vision."

Heroic Endeavour,"
fAuguac 2?s 1954). p. 541. Mostly a ~pI7t~ -----
finding FR ‘'s book to be read for sound proae and*rare 
i^ginstion." But feels that the plot lacks balance 
because the only code is the warrior’s code of courage 
wc it is nor even explained what they consider Good. 
Ct. 832, B92.

Ltscsdon i imes Ki ter ary Su’.-pl ?nnent

"The Hobbit 
pp. 48, 51. 
book.

HsMt," Time Vol., 68, No. .3 (July 15, 1966), 
Typically cute article on this year's "in"

Hobbit and Iron Duke win spring festival prizes " 
J&feUS&XJL 133 (April 30, 1938), p/17631
A dia.. inguiahed children’s literature award.

Hodgert, Mstthew. "Kicking the Hobbit,"
Vol. 8, No. 8 (May 4, 1967), pp. IQ-H.

gives hik 3S "Reaiatiog Tolkien." Good on JRRT's sen- 
dearript iot»a of landscape and on the Britishness

of his Hobbits. But thinks LOTR lacks moral depth and
3 reslly a parable, consciously #imed st putting across 

the general Chtistfen view that the universe is a battle- 
;i?id between the forces of good

New York Review
cove r

... . - -- «— and evil" (11). A de--
rightful caricature of JRRT with srp#t dragon, drawn by
b«vfd Levine, is featured.

- JS2t 21 tJSSimsy. selected end edited b»
Ne" Votk: Holt- »4 Wineton,

1966 ,3rd edition; earlier editions in 1939 and 1950). 
.lection discussing "Modem Fanciful Stories" recommend^ 
li on p 184. "The etory hgSl s qujet hu(noz> s st'le 
and appeals to children of any age with imagination and 
a zest for adventure,"

Hope, Jrancls. "Welcome to Middle Earth " 
(11 November 1966), pp. 701-702. LOTR revi 
its linguistic inspiration" and atmosphere

New Stateaman 
ew glancing at 
of Nordic myth.
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B55 Hughes, Richard. "BopM for _Pre-Adul^S./’ New States^ 
man and Na ties (December 4, 1937), pp. 944, 946. Review 
of 13 children’s beaks, of which H receives most space 
and praise. Observe® that JRRT is so saturated in' Nor
dic mythology that it fertilizes his imagination, so 
that he doesn’t merely rehash it at second hand but adds 
to it himself. (t? .

B56 "The Lord'of the,Rings," Spectator (Octo
ber 1, 1954), pp. 406-409'. FR review, quoting lib
erally from a feview by Edwin Mair in the Observer. 
Finds JRRT’s width of imagination great and vivid, , 
but too simplistic to have much depth, ',

857 Hussey, S. S. Notes and Querieg. (Avgust, 19^3), p. 
314. Review of Ancreng, Rivle (see A15).

358 Huxley, Francis. "The Endless dorm,” New Statesman 
and Nation Vol 50 (November 5, 1955), pp. 587-588.
RK review that discusses Mitchlson*a favorable review 
of FR (B76) and Richardson’s.unfavorable review of 
TT (B88). Thinks JRRT’s mythology it stupendous, but 
given in a flat, pretentious Pre-RapKeallte style.

859 Irwin, W. R. ’’There and Back .Again: The Romances 
of Williams, Lewis, and Tolkien,“ Sewanee Rg.vj.gw Vol. 
69 (October-December, 1961), pp. 566^578. Discusses 
the romances of the three «® illustrating the com
pulsive movement of the soul into the unfamiliar, and 
back again to a familiar world now informed by vision, 
by a larger and more precise understanding thsn was 
hitherto possible.

Isaacs, Neil D., »nd Rose A. Zimbardo. See Foreword 
and Addenda.

B60 Johnson, Edna, Evelyn R. Sickels, and Frances Clerke 
Sayer, eds. Anthology of LWdren^ liter'sture. Cam
bridge, Mass., 1959 (3r< revised edition) Capsule 
biography of JRRT on pp. 1212-1413. Cf. S22.

B61 Kennedy, X. J Poetry/ Tol. 105 (December, 1964), p.
193. Review of ATB. Praises "Cat." Thinks "Tol
kien’s work may help reaffirm that poetry differs 
from prose in sounding like something special, a truth
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not always obvious in poetry nowadays.”

„>cbne - an , vcoige Burke. "The Poetry of J, R. R. 
Tolkien,M ^noto (see B72), pp. 63-75. Discusses 
Tolkien's ®itrlcsl invention, alliterative verse 
^nd major poems like HB and A&I. Quotes the early 
“Root of the Boot" which was revised and refined 
as ’’The Stone Troll” for ATB. The best article on 
the poetry, which moat critics only mention to dis- 
sies j? bad.

Jonas, Gerald. •‘Triumph of the Good,” New York Times 
(October 31, 1965), pp. 78-79T LOTR ~~~ 

view. "The only ‘escape’ in Tolkien ie to a world where 
rhe struggle between Good and Evil la waged more fierce
ly and openly than our own, where the stakes are at 

aa great, sod where the odds sre, if anythin’?
even twre perilously balanced.” But cf. Judy H^ry's 
indignant letter to the editor (Novamber 28 1965/ 
p. 79, insisting that the Ring books “are strong the 
moat glorious, scary, fantastic, happy, poignant, etc., 
etc., books ever to have been written and I hope no
body haa been scared away by the flowery, sentimental 
contrived writing with which Mr. Jonas has tried to ’ 
dtsl with the books,”

Jordan, Allee M. FOH review for ’’Summer Booklist " 
tel teS. Vol. 26, No. 4 (J0;y-August, 1550), pp.’iSJ, 

. (o enjoy the book, one !nu8t have a lively imag
ination, an ear for wonders, b sense of absurdity and 
pleasure in oddly compounded words” (289).

Levitin, Alexia. ’’The Hero in J. R, r. Tolkien's
I&E& 2^ J^Lg Mankato (see B72), pp. 25-37.

^rgues ?nat JRRT takes che two main heroic types (as 
ueaeribed by Auden, the epic hero who is noble and ex
traordinary and the fairy tale hero who is humble and 
unprepossessing), and in his presentation of the latter 
s-jda a particularly Christian emphasis to satisfy his 
own desire to create a work strong in Christian over
tones. Resnik (see B87) says Mr. Levitin wrote his M A 
thesis on JRRX, but I haven’t seen this listed in an* 
bibliography.

Lewie, C- s. “The Gods Return to Earth,” Time and Tide
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Vol. 35 (14 August 1954), pp. 1082-1083. FR re
view (though mention of ”the unforgettable Enta" 
indicates.he already knew later parts of the story)
Aimoat the central theme of the book is- the contrast 

between the Hobbits (or ‘the Shire') and the appalling 
destiny to which dome'of them are called, the terrify- 
is ^xscc^ery that the humdrum happiness 'of the 
Shire, which they had taken for granted as something 
normal. Is in reality a sort of local and temporary 

5accident, that its existence defends oct being pro
tected by powers which Hobbits forget against powers 
which Kobbita dare not imagine, that any Hobbit b»v 
find himself forced out of' the Shire add caught up' 
into tnst high conflict. More strangely still, the 
event of that conflict between strongest things may 

"cose^to depend on him, who is almost the weakest*’
(10».z4 i, the charge of escapism anticipated and re
butted. In context, the statement that LOTS is "good 
beyond hope”. 1® directed only people who Ilk® fan
tasy and who might not expect a great romance to be 
written in a ’’realistic'’ age of literature

J 1
“the Dethronement'of Power,n Time and Tide 

VQ1’ 36 y2 October 1955), pp. 1373-13?~>7^^ 
Rik end . Dlstnissea the charge that the characters 
.■te simp i is tic# Uy bl2ck or white; discusses the archi- 
..ectonlcs of LOTR md the ‘’moral” of heroic effort and 
imperssanent victory.

Lewie, W. H. ed. letters of C. S. Lewis. London; 
Gecfrrey Dies, 1966; Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and 
World, 1956. JRRT mentioned in letters dated IS June 
1931, 5 November 1939, H November 1939, 3 December 
1939, 21 December 1941, 12 January 1950, 2 October 
1952, 22 September 1956, 10 December 1956, 2 September 
1957, and 15 May 1959.

As both a sensitive literary critic and a close friend 
of uR^r, CSL makes essential reading for any student of 
Tolkien.

Lobdell, Jared. ’’Words That Sound Like Castles ”
±1 Review Vol. XIX-19, No. 35 (September 5, 1967).

pp. 972, 974. Review article on t e 1967 Houghton
2nd Of ^^7 defending ft against Hodgart's 

(852) "at once perceptive and wrong-headed review” (972). 



ih'Lnki; that GSp offerp the best critical approach to 
Tolkien, and that LOIR U. that mediates JRRT’s
‘imaginative life of many years to those who now find that 
icMglqative life, in t$emselvea”' (974), thia impact on 
the reader*# consciousness explaining its great literary 

( value. . i
• ' / » ■ , i

B?0 Luca®, Mgry R, Library Journal Vol. 63 (May 1, 
1938), p, 3^5 ’1 review. "Their adventures and
miahaps sre numerous, too numerous in fact for really 

.■ «.;JoyabLv reading.. The book wbuid be better read 
’loud in small doses,, or the child should be advised 
to read it that way himself. It will have a limited 
appeal unless properly introduced and even then will 
be best liked by those children whose imagination is 
alert.” * -

B71 Lupoff, Richard A. Rice Burroughs: &a ter of
Adventure, New York,: Canaveral Press, 1965. Quotes 
a letter from JRRT in snswer to » query: ’’Source hunt
ing is a great entertainment but I do not myself think 
it U particularly useful. I did read many of Edgar 
Rice Burroughs’ earlier works, but .1 developed a dis
like for his Tarsan .even greater than my distaste for 
spiders. Spiders I had met long before Burroughs began 
to write, and I do not think he is in any way responsible 
for Shelob. At any rate I retain no memory of the Siths 
or the Apt" (246-247).

*B72 ^y.to State College Studies Vol. II, No. 1 (February, 
1967); issue of Mankato Studies in English No. 2, "The 
Tolkien Papers." Prints the papers that were read at 
the Tolkien Symposium at Mankato on October 28-29, 1966, 
plus a few that were not read on that occasion. See 
BIO, 13, 15, 16, 17, 62, 65, 75, 80, , *

873 Mathewson, Joseph, "fhe Hobbit Habit," Esquire Vol. 
66, No. 3, Whole No. 394 (September, 19665, pp. 130- 
131, 2ZI-222. Speculates that reading Tolkien was a 
cilquiah affair at the outset, then the books became 
the province of a clique so widely spread as to form 
B CU1t.

B’4 Menen, Aubrey. "Learning to Love the Hobbits 1 See 
B2S.
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-.. Moral Universe of J. R, r. 
Tolkien,” Mankato (see 872), pp. 51-62. Examines 
the history Of each of the Three Ags&s and concludes 
that the struggle between Good end Evil is becoming 
progressively less clear-cut.

B76 Mitchiaon, Naomi. "One Ring to Bind Them," New 
Nation Vol. 48 (September 18, 1954), 

p. 321. FR review, arguing that it is not an al- 
legory but a mythology, and "above all it is a story 
magnificently told, with every kind of color and 
movement and greatneasThink® Middle-earch is a 
flat world and cites the map as evidence.

B77 Msore, Anne Carroll. H review in "The Three Owls' 
Notebook" in Horn Book Vol. 14, No. 3 (May-June, 
1938), p, 174. Finds it a rich book, and a rare.

*878 Moormen, Charles, The Precincts of Felicity: The 
t Augustinian City of the Oxford Christians. Gaines
ville: University of Florida Press, 1966. Chapter 
VI, "The Shire, Mordor, and Mines Tirlth: J. R. R. 
Tolkien" (pp. 86-100), considers JRRT strong his fel
loes CSL and CW, especially CSL. Discusses one theme 
of LOTR as the establishment of s "City of God" (in 
the terminology of CW) under Aragom.

Mdr, Edwin. A review of FR appearing in the Ob
server (British) sometime in 1954 and prior' to Octo
ber 1 (see B56). I haven't been able to find this 
periodical for that year and so haven't located this.

B79 Norman, Philip. "The Prevalence of Hobbits," The 
New York Ttree8 Magazine (Sunday, January 15, 1967), 
pp. 30-31, 97, 100, 102. Reprinted from the Sunday 
Times, London. Interview with JRRT discussing the 
"craze" and giving some interesting biographical in
formation .

*B80 Norwood, W(illiam) D. "Tolkien's Intention in The 
Lord of the Rings," Mankato (see B72), pp. 18-24. 
Maintains chat JRRT's ideas on fantasy in CFS are 
exemplified in L0TR, " a fairy tale that is at the 
same time a prose poem which will function as a whole 
to affect the whole mind and spirit of the reader... 
enabling him to image for hi. self and comprehend the 
living reality, and even more important to experience
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It directly, providing himself thereby with the 
strongest end most efficacious of conceivable 
csthaxHcs1' (23).

Perker hv.glsaa. "Hwaet We Holbytla..." Hudson 
Revi.-J ^'• 9 (Winter, 1956-57), pp. 598-609.
Think"? '•’>< meaning of LOTR is a recreation of 
Beowulf JRRT has written about it. LOTR is 
7hTctory of the end of an sge, in which the crea
tures of a deterministic universe face up co their 
various with heroism, because this supplies 
sofce waning to their destinies in human terms where 
the universe supplies none; the human condition is 
tragic and must be lamented. On determinism, cf. 
B10. 36, 75, 99. A fascinating footnote explains 
the derivation of eo®e Tolkinien names (cf. 391). 
The title of the easay la modeled on the opening 6f 
Beowulf and might he rendered in Modern English as 
"Lc, We C«f the) Hobbies...'

882 Pemberton, Elirsbeth Leigh. "Hobbits Complete," 
Sgeclatcr (November 25, 1955), p- 744. RK review, 
thinking ft would be no more than £ scholar s whimsy 
but for Tolkien’s inventive brilliance and narrative 
power.

383 Plots, Richard D. "J. R. R. Tolkien Talks About 
Kiddle-esrth..-Elvish," Seventeen Vol. 26, No. 1 
(January, 1967), pp. 92-93, 118. Interview with 
the Professor; Th? SIlmari11 ion mentioned. See 
also '’Face-to-Face: With R. D. Piotr," ibid. Vol. 
25 (April, 1966), p. 153, which also deals with 
Plotz's ether interests besides the Tolkien Society.

384 Rang. Jack C. "Two Servants," Mankato (eee B72), 
pp. 84-94. Focuses on the characters of Sam Gamgee 
and of Niggle, both humble and selfless.

Ready, William. Ihe Tolkien Re la tips See Addenda -

385 Reilly, Robert J. "Romantic Religion in the Work of 
Owen Barfield, C. S. Lewis, Charles Williams, and J. 
R, R. Tolkien." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
Michigan State, 1960. Argues that the romantic ex
perience JRRT ia concerned with is the eucatastrophe
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*B91

B92

" -iood o£ falry stpry> <n KpetUnce
"9(' religious validity. See Dissertstion Abstracts 
Vol. 21* pp. 3461-3462; end cf. below, 586 ~ —

’’Tolkien end the Fairy Story," Thought Vol. 
3d. (Spring, 1963), pp. 89-106. Study of LOIR in 
relation- to OF 8 (cf. 030, 85, 89). Finds in LOTR 
a of inherent morality, ar. element of the 
nur-tnous, a natural law that ia nowhere codified 
but which la emotionally or imaginatively appre- 
hended by good and evil alike..

Resnik, Henry. "The Hobbit-Forming World of J. r.
R. Tolkien,*’ Saturday Evening Post (July 2, 1966), ' 
pp. 90-92, 94. A pretty good article on the "craze".

FJrhardson, Maurice. IT review in "New Novels" in 
l':2 ^rgtesagg and Nation Vol. 48 (December 18, 1954) 
pp. c, 5-836. 'thinks it e children's story that is 
far too long and blown up, the.imagination of low 
potential, the characters without individuality.

B89 Roberts; Mark. "Adventure in English," Essavs In 
fiVlSlSS Vol. 6 (October, 1956), pp. 450-459.
Decxiei that LGTR is just a technically competent 
adventure djtory, sprawling because it lacks a con- 
txcr11>.Ing vision of reality. Applies the criteria 
of OFS to LOTR and decides they fit well, but doesn’t 
think JRRT'® ideas very interesting or important.

«9(5 Russell, Mariann Barbara, "She Idea of the City of 
Goa." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1965. Emphasis on the myth of the City 
thet figures prominently in the work of CW, but with 
re,arence to CSL and JRUT. Cf. B78. See Dissertation 
Abstracts Vol. XXVI-26 (1965), pp. 3350-33517~~~ '

Ryan, J. S. "German Mythology Applied--Ute Extension 
of the Literary Folk Memory," Folklore Vol. LXXVII-

>' (Spring, 1966), pp. 45-59, Discusses the evocations 
of some of Tolkien's special words >nd names, in re
lation to philological meaning and Germanic myth.

"The Saga of Middle Earth," London Times Literary 
(November 25, 1955), p. '04. "Su:h~“^ 



easing energy of fantasy...must earn the wonder 
: ■. respect of every shortwluded writer of this
■eseuerete age." See K32, 49. -

S«let Roger. "England's Parnassus: C. s. Uwit 
»****■*# William#, end J. 1*. r. Tolkien " Hudson

Vo . 17 (Summer, 1964), pp. 2^3-2257^^ 
c/ era g*f short shrift, but JXKT is praised for 

was** }end ^tif saj his gift for atorytelling.

3ci;t*th, R. A, "lord of the Rings,’’ America Vol 
P’> (Fehr 13 19A?\ a ?«;■ . . £T"'"r< .j * . . / ? 3 p, luoukii he finds

£0'1 long, too cluttered, too weh/’ and die 
«p..«,nffS merely s trca^r* of trIvU for pieudo- 
scL: -rly investigation, he doesn’t thj^k Tolkien's 

only the dubious of a psychological 
refreshing escape to a rh;?Ustie vtew of reality 

rstpftt the work £® » myth inviting mo to witness 
with naw eyes the secrets of •earth, at the same 
time warning ns against the spiritual idolatry of 
asking power the object o£ our ultimate concern.

striven, R. C. "Bobblt's Apotheosis: Ilie World 
of Professor Tolkien,” Tablet Vol. 207 (F^ruarv 
^■. 1956), pp. 129-130. rk review cPv-rins sh/ 
who’s Ring cycle. A bit gushy in plac^ b^- 
good on de»<.ription -of charscu.-

the "epic fairy tale.”

akisr, Robert. "Tolkien and Hesse; Top of the Pope " 
Vol., 204 (Msy 8, 196 7), pP. 59H-601. Th Inka ‘ 

t.rsse the two authors who speak most intimately ro 
and for the present generation of youth. Sees LOTR 
es providing "a most drams tic and mythic analogy for 
the rite of passage to maturity" and "a parsdlg® for 
•■.•ction’ since if "simply states: this is the task; 
si® you willing to carry it through?" (600).

Smith. Irene. "The People's Hero,11 New York Times 
§2<± ft.?™* (November 26, 1950), p. 50. FGH 7?7i7wed 
ir cwc brief paragraphs, mostly plot Buwtsry. "For 
ages 10 and up."

Salth. Nancy. "Pleasures of the Hobbit Table " See 
$20
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Spacks, Patricia , Meyer. "Ethical Pattern in Lord 
££ MESS./’ Critisue Vol. HI, NO. i (Spring- 
Fall, 1959). pp. 30-42. Argues that 'the force and 
corn; ’exity of it® moral sr; theological scheme 
prlvides the funds sen tel power of L9TR (30).

8100 Straight, Michael. "Fantastic World of Professor 
Tolkien,*’ New Republic Vol. 134 ( January 16, 1956), 

i FP- 24-26. Thinks JRRT has added hia scholar’s 
perception and humanist’s faith to his elvish craft 
to produce a gripping end meaningful fantasy and 
one of the few works of genius xn recent literature.

8101 Strong, 1. A. G. Specie tor (December 3, 1937), p.
f Brief mention of a in general review of chil- 
drm’a books ("The Pick of the Bunch"); "should 
become a classic.”

*M02

*8103

Taylor, William 1. "Frodo Lives; J. R. R. Tol
kien's The Lord'of the Rings," English Journal Vol. 
56 (September, 1967), pp. 818-821. Notes useful
ness of WTR as a pedagogical tool helping the 
high school student grasp difficult concepts end 
valves he meet® with in other literature (e.g., 
the significance of fantasy and of heroic liter
ature, the concept of fate, a sense of evil, cher- 
acter "types").

Thomson, George H. "The Lord of the Rings: T e 
Novel as Traditional Romsnce, Wisconsin Stu ies* —.....I. wnw-.m.
in Contemporary Literature Vol. 8, No. 1 (WL ter, 
1967), pp. 43-59. "Tolkien has been able to com
bine a very nearly complete cata. ague of romance 
themes (many of them extraordina:y in the highest 
degree) with an elaborate, capacious, immensely 
flexible plot structure and make of the whole a 
coherent and convincing modern prase nsrrative"(50).

8104 Torkelson, Lucile. "Return of the Hero," Miiwau- 
kee Sentinel (November 8, 1967), Part 3, pp. I, 4. 
Well-researched introductory arti le on JRRT, ac
claiming LOTR as an entertaining ontemporary clas
sic. Features an attractive collage of medie '«I 
banners (with white ahIp, tree, a d horse es .m- 
blems) superimposed on the map of Middle-eart .
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B105 ~ ivetsi, Derek A, "Ute Realm of Gcrador," Month
Vol 15 ('June, 1956), pp. 37O-37H ‘rr rev&wT"

RFT for-thw yarletcs<:
iua*.s wdrld and the fitting tone of dignity and 

^jten»«8 caught by the writing, bv. thln^ that
*n achievement that can neverU reproduced

, b cannot serve as $ model for 6 tore liter
ary cteacions.

Sir6 Trow! ridge, Clinton. ’’The Twentieth
British Supernatural' Hovel.” Unpublished doc tor- 
el u*e»u, University of Florida. U55 Emphasis 
Oh the novels of CW, CSL, and' JOT.

B107 Vagenknecht, Edward. "Proving Imagination hi Hot 
Dead,"Sunday Tilhune £f

Gsouary 1571956),’ p, 4. rr review; finding th7“” 
King cycle full of insight end fgaguHticn.

Walbridge, Earle'F. Library Journal Vol. u f^y 
; \> ■ P- *219, Tr.ievlaa^ ^^ite
Uke the ethical C. S. Lewis,' this literally c>ut- 
lahdish narrative casts a spell of 'ts / Ar. 
astonishing feat of the Ima g Ina Lion .• .'■ Thinra f- 
r,ntk Fong' to the Entwlves fa '» i

B109 '’Wealth of Merriment.” Rew Yorfe Harold Trit.vn- 
B£2h. &-21«w (November 12, 19?^ 7^14? ^m'ev, 

'•test, Paul. A review in Book Week (February’ 26 
. 1967). Another reference'! couldn't tr^ck d«w-’

Bill WlcJceuden, Dan. "Heroic Tale of Tiny Folk " New 
X2X.K Tribwe Book Review (November i4/'l954),
Fart ;, p. 5. FR review, pr^lstug its .’•ustsined 
imaginative exuberance. See the next two Itr.as.

8^2--------- , Ibid, (Hay 8, 1955), p. 5. tt find-
the heroic and poetic rhythms of the writ in- rex?n- 
iacent at the great Nordic sagas. "It : a > by 
now that the Tolkien trilogy i8 sn logins! iw „.• . 
cowpHssbrnent of a very high order." Title fa, "Hucnor 
vracw, Suspense in a Unique, Romantic Ep c "

______ • "Notable Allegorical Tri logy Cos:E? Tc- £







(3)

(h >

(8)

(9)

^20^22^ Vol. f'Joiy-/.':^ust 19
PP- 2d7, 289. '
;h212£ Bookshelf Vol
14-15

___  14 (January
M. S. Crouch; 624.

1950}, pp.

^■sm. Jourpal Vol. 75, So.
■ ^084. Clare Adams; B2.

Sit Herald Tri bi me gcck 
£950V P- 14. "Wealth'c Merriment

~SSL &ev< (November 26, 1959)
‘ The People a Hero" by Irene Smith- B9? 

:S2£^»X Bsslew of lil2££.ture ^November 11 ’ 1950' 
p. 41. Anonymous brief review, mainly deSerin

>y -
’nd embellished with drawings that 

might have come from an ancient -«nuscrit>t "
(November 18, 1949), p, 7-13. Gwendo

len Freeman; B39.

"Wealth o

The Hobbit (1937)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(December 1, 1950),

Rev iew (November 12.
" B109.

~^Vol‘ 1 NO’ 16 '<-4prfl 15, 1938), p.
-■-y Anonymous paragraph giving the storyline 
and a recommendation. well-8UBt3ined plot 
Maintains its interest Ln spite of ft3 length 
CatholJ Vet serious /'
LithvUc World Vol. 147 (July, 1938) P 507 
Anonymous paragraph.

-h^22k MS£Szine Vol. 14 (May. 1938) o ^4 
Anne Carroll Moore; B77. ' ' ’ x
Junlor Bookshelf Vv1.
53- ° 
B25.

____ _  14 (March 
Another Don in Wonderland

HlilfLEX Jourua 1 Vol. tj (Mav 1 
^fary R. Lucas: B70.

1950), pp. 50- 
by M. S. Crouch;

1938), p. 3S5.

Njhot (December 4, 1W> pp 
>44, 946. Richard Hughes; B55

MyiSS 24 Uterjture ^prll 2,
Fr°yfcl<‘ brtlf <2 sentences) 

Children s Bookshop" department.
J2£££l£l2£ (December 3, 1937) o ’O',4
Strong; B101, Z‘4 . A

Literary Sygglement, London (Occobei 2 
p ■* f 14 .

I the Hings (1954-1956)

Allers Vol. 15 (May 1, m5), p. 25. TT

k n

G•

1937),
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(3)

(4 J

(5)

(6)

(7)-

(8)

(9)

(W)

(in 
(12) 
(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

review by R, Grady, S. J* 842.
Best SeHerp Vol. 15 (February 1, 1956), p.
327. RK review.

• 1$ (February, 1955), p. 169. FR 
review by R. Flood, C. S. B. £38 
Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine of Books (Jan- 
uary 15, 1956), p. 4. review by Edward Wag- 
enknecht; BlO7.
Church Quarterly Review Vol. 156 (Januarv-Harch, 
1955), pp. 121-122. FR review.
Commonwe#I Vol. 64 (May 11, 1956), p. 154- 
"Power is the Third Age of the Middle Earth" 
by A. Bailey; B8.
Easava in Criticism Vol; 6 (October. 1956), pp. 
450-459. "Adventure in English'’ by Mark Roberts; 
B89.
Library Journal Vol. 80 (May 15, 1955), p. 1219. 
TT review by E. F. Walbtfdge; B108.
Life Vol. 62, No. 8 (February 24. 1967). p. 10. 
"Can America Kick the Hobbit? The Tolkien Caper" 
by Charles Elliott; B30;
^nohjester guardIan (August 20, 1954), p. 3. 
FR review.
Tbid. (November 26, 1954), p. 9. TT review 
Ibid. (November 4, 1955), p. 4. RK review. B36. 
Month Vol. 15 (June. 1956), P- 370. RK review 
by D. A. Traversl; P105.
National ’Review Vol, XLX«19, NO. 35 (September, 
1967), pp' 972, 974. "Words'Hist Sound Like Cas
tles" by Jared Lobdell; S69.
New Statesman and Nation Vol. 48 (September 18, 
1954), p. 331. One P.ing to Bind Them, FR review 
by Naomi Mitchison; B76.
Ibid. Vol. 48 (December' 18, 1954), pp. 835-836.
TT review by Maurice Richardson; B88.
Ibid. Vol. 50 (November 5, 1955), pp. 587-588. 
"The Endless Worm," by F. Huxley; RK review; BBS. 
New York Herald Tribune Book Review (November ’4, 
1954), p. 5. "Heroic Tale of Tiny Folk," FR re
view by Dan Wickenden; BUI.
Ibid. (May 8, 1955), p. 5. '’Humor, Drama, Sus
pense In a Unique, Romantic Epic," TT review by 
Dan Wickenden; BU2.
Ibid■ (February 5, 19'6), p. 3. "Notable Alle- 
gorfcal Tiilogy Come;7 to a Triuq^hant End," RK 
. c-view by Dan Wlcienden; Bl 13-



(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

New York Times Book Review (0 rob- r '-7 iv'.'.'
P- 37. Ihe Hero Is a Hobbit," FR review by 
W. H. Auden; 84.
Ibid.(May 1, 1955}, p. 4. rT review bv Donald 
Bsrr; gll.
Ibid. (January 22, 1956), p. 5. !'*c the End or 
the Que-it, Victory," UK review bv W. H. Auden 
B6.
b'w Yorker. <Noveaser 13, 1954). pr 218-219.
rb review. Thinks it ® whltn&fol snd senten— 

iOUS fairy story/’ too long oecauat JRRT couldn't 
etop inventing; but .finds he 6. a a created a coun
try, « ewgic, and a race qL creatures that at. 
entirely credible.
.Ibid. (May 14, 1955), pp. no-VJfl n review.

Hr. Tolkien writes with love and piecieiot^ hut 
hie intoxication with the woild he hao Greeted 
and with the message he is conveying, and hte 
apparent conviction that whs.-. s imaginative .a 
necessarily beguiling, blind him to the danger 
of becoming tedious.and so he is tedious o 
good deal of the t1me .5 ’
Spectator (November 25, 1955), p <44. s<k 
review by E. 1. Pemberton; 88?

Vol. 204 (September 11, 1954) p. 250 
FR review by C. Derrick; B27.
T^b.l*t Vol. 207 (February IL, L956) pp. '29-j si;
RK review by R. Scriven; E95
Time (November 22, 1954), pp. 106, 108. FR re
view; cute, of course, bur fairly favorable

Iide'■VUF.-.3 5^(14 August’ 1954), pp. 'les?- 
:J83. "Hie Goda Return to Farm,1' FR review H- 
C. S. Lewis; 366.
Ib9£ £nd Tide Vol 3t (22 October 1955), pp 1373. 
1374. "The Dethronement of Power,'1 IT and OR 
review by C. S. Lewis; B67.
11554 !!£££?/? Supplement, tor don (A^ust 27, 
p. 541. "Heroic Endeavour," ER rev'ew. >49,

• (December 17, 1954), p. Sl7, " na yc,... (.y 
Westernesse," TT review: 332.
I£id. (November 25, 1955), r 704 " Ta
Middle Earth," RK review; 39].
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Frodo and Fantasy ,*'B41

Qi Hobbit#; The lord of the Ringo " 347 
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"One Ring to Bind Them,” B76
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*$°» Those Awful Orca!" B115

”Ihe PedpU's Ektrd,”'W •■ . ■ ,bi •

’’The Persistence of Light," .v , r ; -

'‘Pleaeuris of the Hobbit Table," 388, 98 r

'‘The Poetry of J. r. r. Tolkien," S62

"Power In the Third Age of the Middle Earth," B8

"The Power of Darkness: J. R. r. Tolkien," BU4

I^£i?cta of Felicity, B78

"The Prevalence of Hobbits," B79
tf ' ’ r * t •. ’’
Profeaeor Tolkien and the Hobbits," B28

"Proving Imagination is Not Yet Dead," B107

"The Quest Hero," B7

Reading end Misreading Tolkien," BIS

"The Realm of Gondor," BIOS

"Resisting Tolkien," B43

"Return of the Hero," B104

Romantic Religion in the,Work of Owen Barfield, c. 8.
Lewis, Charles Williams, and J. R, r, Tolkien," B85 

’The Sags of Middle Earth," B78



World of Men find Kobbita/’ UH

"The Shire, Mordor, and Minas Tlrltb: J, r. n. Tolkien ' 
578

4 ■ '' ' *. '-J
Strange world of the Hobbits," 543

-UH .S.tlSgglS. £o Dream: Literature and the Imagination, 
3114

"The Structure of The Lord of the Rin*#. ’ E? •

"Talking oi Dragops/’ B27

"There and Back Again: The Romances of Will lama Lewis 
end Tolkien," S59

J . .
"The Three Owls' Notebook," 877

"The Tolkien Caper," 330

Critics, see Addenda to Section B

"Tolkien and the Fairy Story," 386

"Tolkien and Hesse: Top of the Popa/' 396

J&£ Bx1JLL12.2.» see Addenda to Section B

"Tolkien on Tolkien," A23, 328

Tolkien’s Intention in The Lord of the Rings ’ B80

jolxien s Lord-of-Rings Quest Likened to Christmas Gospel " 
Bl 16 '

"Tolkien's Magic Ring," Bi2

"Translations from the Elvish," Bl7

"Triumph of the Good," B63

"The Twentieth Century British Supernatural Novel," B106






